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Katie , a six-year-old first-grader from a lower-middle class Anglo-American
home, had decided that the following graphic representation was, not "for
reading", but rather "just for looking at":

-

When asked why she had rejected that particular card, Katie replied,

"You can't read firecrackers!!"

INTRODUCTION

The report describes a study on the development of children's conceptualiza-

tions of written language, i.e. their graphic seise. This study was funded

under a contract with Inter America Research`Associates as part of a larger a

project on the assessment of language proficiencies.

Ferreiro (1978) has found that children who have not yet learned to read,

nevertheless have very clear notions about what is represented in written text.

Moreover, these notions are acquired developMentally in a similar manner by

all normal thildren given particular conditions of socialization to print.. This

study investigated this development among Mexican-American and

Anglo-American children in a rural setting in northern California.

In addition, the relationship between graphic sense and specifi'dVditions of

socialization to print in the pre-sthool experience of these children is

examined. The nature of this socialization is studied in terms of its pbssible

effects on the development of graphic sense.

The study will also investigates the relationship of graphic sense to reading

readiness; This investigation wilk propose an explanation of the acquisition of



literacy which is- qualitatively different from that of current readiness

theories.

The research attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Is the acquisition of literacy a tipvelopmental process? Do the

responses given by Spanish dominant and English dominant children -

reveal similar stages of reascining (i.e., does the process appear to

be a general one, followed by children from different cultural

grouPs and social backgrounds)?

Do the .111evels" of graphic sense tend to be associated with

particular sociographic" background variables: literacy of family

members, presence of reading 'and writing materials in the home,

and social literacy experiences in the home? If shown to exist, .is

the relationship between these variables and the de:elopment of

graphic sense different for Spanish dominant and English dominant

children?

3. Can a relationship be demonstrated between\graphic ense'' level

and performance on traditional measures of readiness and achieve-

ment?

0



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

Tbe probleMs facing language minority students in the public schools in the.

United States are well documented. The Coleman Report (DHEW, 1966)

demonstrates that, by the 12th grade; the average ,Mexican7American student

is 3.5 years behind the national norm in verbal ability and 3.3 years behind in

reading. The problem is even more serious than these figures show.. Retarcla-

tion in reading among Mexican American children becomes evident from the

beginning of their acquisition of literacy (U.S. CommissiOn on Civil Rights,

1971). Some of this retardation is due directly to attempts to teach childien

to read in English before-they are ready although bilingual intruction is now

alleviating this problem to some extent.

Critically important to this problem are the explanations that have been

offered for the difficulties encountered by linguistic minority children .in

learning to read. Group; differences IR academic aChievement have been

related to race, ethnicity, and SES (Mayeske et al., 1972; Bruner, 1971; Corbin

'- and Crosby, 1965). In addition, sociocultural variables, most notably those

dealing with child-rearing and socialization practices and with family and

commulity attitudes toward literacy, have been examined (Ramirez and

Castaneda, 1974; Cole and Bruner, 1972; Wolf, 1965; Lloyd, 1964).

Out of these kinds of studies has come the model of cultural deprivation for,
reading readiness. Deficiencies in the child's serisory environrrient according

*



to this model, lead to linguistic, conceptual, and perceptual deficits in the

child which inhibit his or her ability to learn to read. The theory underlying ,

the emphasis upon the development of les:s skills in compensatory education

programs fis that "cultural deprivation" accounts for measurable deficits in

these areas.

Tests of reading readiness reinforce the assuniptions behifid these studies.

typically, these kinds of tests measure auditory and visual perception and

memory/spatial and relational concepts *vocabulary, and motor coordination.

There is no question that ail these skills enter into the reading process in

way. However, the assumption is that if the _child is not ready to read, as
of

measured by these tests, or if he or she has difficulty in learning to read, the

child must have a deficit in one or more of these skills.
S.

Available tests of reading readiness are simply not appropriate for language
,

minority children. Direct translations of assessment instruments are of

questionable validitY and cultural relevance. A Mitre important shortcoming

of readiness tests is* thit the skills measured are not sufficiently isolated. For

example, visual discriminatzon of letters dlitinct from visual discrimination

offnon-verbal symbols. A child who can ,distinguish a diamond from a triangle

may not be' able to discriminate between a land an I. 'Yet the measurement of

these separate skills is typically combined on singl; readiness subtests. A

child with limited eicosure to print may therefore be erroneously diagnosed as

having a perceptual deficit in the area of visual discrimination. furthermore,

readiness instruction in this area frequently proposes to develop perceptual

skills by means of non-verbal-Stimuli. For example, visual sequenxial memory



is "taught" through the experience of stringing beadsof varying sizes, shapes

and colors to match a sequence prepared -and presented by the teacher.
-

Similarly, auditory discriminetion is developed through the presentaticin of

musical tones varying in pitch, and the requirement to recognize similarityior

cliff erence.

Also in the testing of language nd concepival development, cultural bias, e.g.

pictorial stimuli including culturally unfamiliar objects or events, may. result

in inaccurate assessment of a child's aevelopmental level.

Vocabulary development is included as a readiness skill according t6 the theory

that the child cannot be taught to read a word for which he or she has no
A

referent in meaning. The notian here is that 'deprived" children are

impoverished in their 1Cnowledge of words and their ref ereni.

We cannot accept these notions. Without disputing the imporiance of oral

language development and perceptual skills to the reading process, we believe

that a child's failure to learn to read does not necessarily indicate deficiencies

in these areas. We see no reason to think, for example, that a migrant child -

whaiever his or her experiences - should fail to develop normally with respect

to such abilities as discriminating a beil from a buzzer or understanding the

concepts "below" or "as many". Rather, it may be the case that assesiment

techniques which provide for Adequate and accurate measurement of readiness

skills have yet to be leveloped.

Recent theoretical *fork suggests that the acquisition of literacy, like the
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acquisition of oral language, Is a developmental process. From this point of

view, reading readinets may be seen as a stage in the process it which -every
.

normal child will arrive given certain Conditions of exposure p) and interaation

with written language.-

Several observers have noted thaT he acquisition-of literacysitivolves an active
-

and creative process on the part of the learner, , even without forMAI

instruction. Paolo freire (1470) considered literacy to be "born of the'creative

effort of the learner." Carol Chomsky (1971) believes that "children shduld

learn to °read by creating their own spellings for- Jamillar 'words as a
. A

beginning." Gibson (1970) wonders why reading doeSn't "just irow, like

language."

A number of investigators have commented on tile metalipguistic Awareness of

young children. For example, several studies have Souhri that duldren's

concepts of "sentence", "word", and "sound" in oral language are luite uplike

those of adults (e.g. Huttenlocher 1964, Reid' 1966,1Sowning 1969).. Childreh
,

have great difficulty in distinguishing these niitioni and sold unconventional ,

concepts of what they are. Other studies have looked at children's concepts of

words and sounds and their relationship to the conventions of:print. Read

(1971) studied tile acquition of phonology in the pre-school dild kindergarten

children of academic professional parents. He used the children's inventeli

spellings as evidence for their implicit phonological organization: Some of his

1111subjects began inventing spellings early as age 3)4. He found striking

evidence that the apparently strange sptllings employed underlying phonetic

relationships of backness, nasality, syllabicity, height, and affrication. For
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example, "I" represented both (ay) and (a), and "e" was used for both (iy) and

(1); similarly "ch" and "j" were used to represent the affrication in words like

tri a n d Eta.

On a somewhat different tacky Gibson (1970) reports on a number of

experiments in which it was found that seSkun-year-old children used the

features of diagonality, roundness, and squarenes1 not only to distinguish

letters, but to organize them hierarchically.

As is the case with speech, young ctlildren have great difficultx in understand-

ing the notion "word" in written language. A general indication of this

difficulty is children's inattention to the spaces in conventional writing

(Hochberg 1970, Metzer and Herse 1969, Goodman 1969). , Metzer ,and Herse

(1%9) found that lst grade' children not only confused letter difir Word, they

used the length of words and the height of letters .to distinguish "word"

boundarip. Reid's (1966) study showed also that lst grade.children cannot

easily distinguish numbers from either, letters or words.

Children's recOgnition of writing and its functions is another area th'al has

drawn the attention of some investigators. Gibson (1970), for example, reports

on research with. 3-4 year olds in two nursery schools one a cooperative

,nursery ser/ing lower SES families, the other the Cornell nursery wtiose pupils

were children of university students and professionals. Most of the three-
.,

'rear-old children were able to distinguish writing from pictures. Also, the

four-year -olds in the Cornell nursery were able to distinguish scribbling from

letters but those in the cooperative nursery were not. Kindergarten children



were also tested, and in the high SE5 groups, most could distinguiSh scribbling

from cursive writing and even from artificial and foreign scripts. (The

assumption is that these .differences were attributable to SES. However, the

possibility of differential treatment in the two schools should not be over-

looked.). Downing (1%9) also worked in this area but found that many five-

year-old children confused writing with pictures: Some indicated that

individual letters or even parts of letters represented objects. This was true

even though many could call the letter names. Downing's subjects also were

aware of the labeling function of letters and numbers. However, like Reld's

(1966) subjects, they showed only a vague awareness of what reading .is like,

what ,it consists of, and what it might be used for.

Recent research in Mexico, Argentina and Switzerland carries these notions

forward in an important way: In this work, Ferreiro (1976, 1978) has found

that young children undergo a process of development in their .conceptualiza-

tion of the nature of written language. She proPoses that the acquisition of

children's ideas about writing is a cognitive process similar in nature to the

Piagetian conceptual development by which the child reconstructs the basic

categories of logical thought in order to arrive at an understanding 'of the real

world.

Ferreiro defines speafic levels of conceptualization oi print each of which is

characterized by particular types of correspOndences between the oral and

written forms. For example, among the earliest notions about what may be

represented in writing is a vague distinction between a text and a drawing.

Only the referential content of the message, rather than its linguistic form, is



represented. The child focuses on the meaning of the utterance as a whole

which may be represented by any or all segments of a text.

In later development, the child perceives tha a text may represent subjects

and objects but no verb. The concept of a written verb emerges only later.

Similarly, articles are not language elements that are thought to be part of a

written utterance until very late in the developmental process. Children at

the most advanced stages of development begin to be aware of the phonolo-

gical divisions possible within individual words, and the correspondence be-;

twben these word segments and spoken syllables. The alphabetic principle, Lee

that single letters can represent *speech sounds, theoretically, . will not make

sense to the child who has not progressed naturally through the preceding

stages of reasoning.

If this developmental theory is accepted, then reading and readiness instruc-

tion which, focuses upon phonic synthesis (e.g., /b/ + /e/ + = 'bed', or Ill +

/u/ + /n/ + /a/ = Una') can be seen as totally inappropriate for a child who is

at such an early developmental stage that the awareness of the 'segmentation

of words in print has barely been mastered. Nonetheless, these techniques are

widely employed 'in the public schools, beginning at the kindergarten level.

The children who cannot make sense of this phonics puzzle are often simply

retained and given the same lessons again and again, until they appear to have

learned how to use the code. A concern is that these children do learn (instead

or in addition) that reading is a silly game that has little to do with

communication. These .'may be the "problem readers" of the intermediate

grades, whose (decoding skills are adequate but have no comprehension of what



they read.

It is hipothesized that success in learning to read will depend on the level of

this graphic developmnt in the child, Further hypothesized is the close

relationship between the rate of this development and the quality of the child's

socialization experiences. These hypotheses aie supported by Ferreiro's work

as well as that of other investigators. ChOmsky.(1972), in studying the

development of advanced .grammatical structures in children's speech, also

noted the relationship of the amount and complexity of what children.read to

their level of linguistic.devlopment as-well as to IQ and SES. Using Measures

of knowledge of well-known stories, number of 600ks used, reading habits,

library trips, time that adults spent reading to the child; etc., .she found a

positive and significant correlation between these variables and the develop-

ment of linguisticeompetence.

Reading exposure has also been found to have a positive correlation to

academic achievement. In a longitudinal study of Mexican and Mexican

American children, Holtzman et al. (1975) looked at parental background and

the presence and nature of reading material in the home. They found a strong

relaticaship between these variables and reading achievement. Similar resuks

were found by Thorndike (1973) in a study, of several European, Asian, and

South American countries. In a ten-year longitudinal study in Bristol, Wells
a

(1978)- found that the level of attainment in literacy by seven-year-olds was

*related to the extent to which they had been read to by their parents during

the preschool years. What all of these studies show is that children have

experiences with written language long before they enter school and begin



formal instruction. From these experiences, they begin to acquire notions

about print. The quality of the pre-literacy experiences seems to be reflected

in the kinds of conceptualizations that children acquire.

Thus, we can see that, in addition to those skills generally believed to

compriie reading readiness, e.g. linguistic and perceptual development, we

must now take into account the notion of conceptualization of print or graphic

sense. Indeed, graphic sense may.encompass these other abilities.

In order to understand fully the process of literacy acquisition, it is necessary

to study the relationship of graphic sense to reading socialization and to

reading reaChness. This will permit both the development of more adequate

assessment and the design of more effective instructional practices.

Group differences in readiness for reading instruction formerly attributed to

cultural "disadvantage", may be found to be clearly related to group dif-
.

ferences in. socialization .practice, specifically the extent of the child's

interaction with written language in the preshool _years. The developmental

model will provide for innovation in instructional strategy which responds to

the learner's level of graphic sense. Readiness Instruction which engages the

learner in meaningful interaction with written language may be found more

sensible than the traditicnal focus upon beads and bells, and the untimely

introduction to phonics.



. CHAPTER II. METHODOLOGY

The SamPle

Included in the study were all the children from the bilingual kindergarten and

first grades of Calistoga Elementary School, located in the Northern end of

California's Napa Valley. In addition, the sample included 43 pre-school age

children from the school attendance area . hese children were selected from

the families of the sthool sample in order to match as closely as possible the

characteristics of that sample. The total sample was 114 children., with the

breakdown by grade level and language dominance represented in Table 1.

Only five children, two Kindergartners and three first graders could .be

classified "balanced bilingual." This classification, based upon a comparison of

scores on the Bilingual Syntax Measure in English and Spaniih, implies that the

child utilizes comparable grammatical structures in the two languages. A

higher level on either version would indicate dominance of that language over

the other. Because so few children obtained equal'scores on the two versions,

it was not possible to test for.the effects of bilingualism upon the development

of graphic sense. This may be an important area for future study.

Procedures

In order to address the research questions regarding the relationship between

*graphic sense and sociographic background factors on the one hand and

between graphic sense and academic performance on-the other, data were



TABLE 1 DISTRIBUTION OF TNE SAMPLE SY GRADE AND DOMINANCE

Spanish
Dominant

. .

Ralancid English .

Bilingual Dominant.

Preschool- 17 0 26

-.Kindergarten. 23 13 36-

First Grade 12 18 33

Totals 52 114



gathered cr socialization to literacy, reading readiness and achievement, and

oral language proficiency. The methods for collecting these data are

described below. First, the graphic sense measures are discussed in detail,

including the design of the instruments, the procedures for their idministia-

tian, and reliability data. Then, the Graphic Sense Structure location Task is

presented, with a discussion of its development and administration. Finally,

the instruments used for the collection of other data are described.

With the exception of the oral language proficiency assessmene(which was

administered to all subjects in both English and Spanish), testing was condtic-

ted in the child's daminint language. Achievement was tested only in' the

language of reading instruction. Most of the testing was conducted during the

week of Spring vacation, April 13 through.18, 1981. This schedule was chosen

fcx tO/o reasons. The research assistants are all school employees and were

available. More-importantly, since many of the skills measured are. (or are

assumed to be) developmental it was desirable to collect all ,of the various

data during a relatively short period of time. Since the language and

achievement data are regularly collected by the school in early May, it was

possible to arradge. for the coincidence of test administration.

Development of the Graphic Sense Card Sorting Task (GS-I). In the

development of graphic sense, children acquire conceptualizations about what

can and cannot be read. In different stages of this developmelifolldren use

different criteria for accepting or, rejecting particular graphic representations

as readable. Children's use of "these criteria reveals the underlying ideas they

have about the nature of written language.



In order to discover these criteria, a card sorting task was devised. Based

upon hypotheses about the features of graphic representation to which children

will respond, two sets of cards were designed, one in English and one in

_ Spanish. In turn, each set consisted of two identical decks of thirrty-f our cards

each. The cards vary along the following dimensions: pictorial representation,

script, segmentation, linearity, letter orientation, letter order, numericity,

foreign language, repetition of elements, length of string, and linguistic

reality.

Variation along several of these dimensions was suggeste&by the work done in

Argentina and Mexico by Ferreira (1976, 1978). In a procedure similar to the

Graphic Sense Card Sorting Task, Ferreiro's subjects were presented a deck of

twenty cards, varying in length of string, repetition of letters, script (including

cursive and pseudo-letters), and between capitals and lower case letters. She

also used cards with isolated and "compound" numbers. Through other

procedures, she found that children attended to the order of letters and the

distinction between letters and punctuation marks.

Other investigators have discussed children's ability to discriminate between

writing and pictures (Gibson 1970, Downing 1969). Also noted in Gibson's

findings was the distinction between scribbling and manuscript letters cursive

writing, and artificial and foreign scripts.

GS-1 includes items designed to assess children's notions about the import.

ance of each of the abovevariables. In addition, classroom experience in the

primary grades has raised questions regarding the extent to which children



attend to such characteristics of written language as segmentation between
4

words, linear orientation of a string, and letter -orientation (inversions,

reversals, and rotations). Typically, young children ignore these, features in

their Writing. In order to discover if (and at what point) these conveniions

become meaningful several items were designed.

Two other types of variation are included in an attempt to distinguish rhong

higher levels of graphic sense. Developmentally advanced first griaders,

especially those wiih bilingual classroom experience, m5y be alwacie0hat

languages other than their own tan nonetheless be read. To test this

awareness, five items were included, each of 'which consisted of a word in a

-foreign language. Three of these (Chinese, Russian, and Arable) were written

in a-non-Roman script. In addition, several items were included which were -

either semantically, nonsensical_ (i.e. can be decoded, but have n ping) or

phonologically inadrnissible (having phonic sequences which do not occur in the

child's language).

Reproductions of the stimuli used in the Spanish and English versions of GS-1

are presented on the next two pages in Figures 1 and.2,^respectively. On each

version, Card 1 represents the base word from which many of the other items

vary. For example, Cards 6, 16, and 23 vary from the base word according to

linear orientation of the string. On Card 6, the four letters of the base word

are written in a circular configuration; On Card 16, the word is written

vertically from top to bottom; and on Card 23, It-is written in an arc. This
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FIGURE 1. Graphic Sense Card Shrtine Task, Spanish Version.
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FIGURE 2. Graphic Sense Card Sorting Task, English Version.



type of variation from the base word was used to isolice each of the relevant

criteria in the child's reasoning toward acceptance or rejection of a given

stimulus and to avoid confounding the dimensions according to which the

'choices were made. Cards 4, 11 and 27 vary from the base along the

dimension of script. On these cards the base word is written in capital

manuscript, lower-case cursive and capital cursive letters respectively.

Other items vary along other dimensions. Item 7 is the mirror image of the

base word, and three of the letters in item 28 are rotated on their axel (letter

orientation). Cards 34, 26 and 14 consist of words with one, two and three

letters, respectively; Card 18 presents a single consonant, taken from the bise

word (length of string). Card 24 has four of the same vowel, and Card 31 haS.

four of the same consonant (repetition of elemenis). Cirds 5, 13 and 32

present the base word in a three-word phrase, with correct spacing, no

spacing, and incorrect spacing (segmentation). On Card 19 the initial
-. e-

consonant 'of the base word is replaced by another which makes the stimulus

word semantically nonsensical. On Card 21 the letters of ihe base word are
\\

rearranged in a phonologically inadmissable order. Card 29 presents the

baseworci, with the letters written in reverse order.

The particular base word for each version was chosen for a number of reasons.

Because of Ferreiro's finding (1976) that to be acceptable to four-year-olds, a

word must have at least three letters a four-letter base word was chosen to

avoid confusion in attention to other dimensions. Additionally, Words were

selected in which smaller words were embedded. In the English version, the

word sand contains the words and an and a. Similarly, the word luna contains
.1



the lords una, un, and a. The items present variatiOns in length Of string.

Also, It wa:s important that the words be of approximately the same orCter of

'difficulty in eath of the languages. In En Alish words ,of the linguistic

structure CVCC are considered decodable at the first grade level. In Spinish,

on the other hand, disyllabic words of the structure CVCV are decodable at the

47
same grade level.,

ir

-IThe remaining items were designed to reflect other distinctions or combina-

tions of distinctions. Cards 3 and 17 represent variation of script (scribble) ,

'kld of segmentatIon or length of string: Card 2, a drawing of a flower, was

included after the base word to orient the child to the task and to test the

:distinction between pictures ara graphic symbols. Card 8; a Single digit, and

Card 7.5, a fourfig'rlic-tumber were designed to assess the child's notions about
.

the relationship between numbers and reading. The purpose for including

Cards 10, 12, and 22 was to measure the reactions to fictitious scripts, Cards

12 and 22 combining the variable of length of string. Cards 15, 20 and 30

intend the measurement of reactions to actual foreign scripts. Cards 33 and 9

. represent foreign languages yitten in.Roman script.

Administration of GS-1. The two identical decks of cards were presented to

each child individually, using the set of decks corresponding to the child's

dominant language. The child was asked to place all those cards.that "are for

reading" in one stack and all the cards that "are just for loOking at" in a

separate stack. .Care was taken to insure that the children did net think that

they had to be' able to read a card to put it in the "for reading" stack. "For

reading" was defined to mean, "something that a grown-up could read) like



your teacher dr your mother or father." Directions for Mministering Graphic

Sense Card Sorting -Task are included in Appendix A. After the child had .

sorted all the 'cards in both decks into two stacks, he oi she waS "asked to

explain a general difference between the two stacks. Then, ,the reasons-for

e ecting each of the cards in the stack called "just for looking at" were

eliciied. The examiner wrote the child's 'responses verbatim onto the test

protocol. Copies of the protocols can be found in Appendix13.

Development of Graphic Sense Structure Location Task (GS-2). Another

indication of what we believe will cha'racterize stages in the development of

graphic sense are the child's notions about how much and which portions of a

spoken utterance will be represented in a text. Ferreiro's findings (1978)

stggested thai children at an early stage would acc p that only the

referential content-of an utterance would be located in its writt cOunter-

part. Advanced levels of reasoning, on the other hand, ultimately pgrMit

children to identify each spoken word as segmented in the, written string:

.0

In order to examine these notions, a second task was devised. Two.cards were

designed on eadh of which, was piinted a caitoon drawing of a_ kitten and a

corresponding sentence under the Picture. In kirreit'o's study, the child's
p

attention was focused on a sentence which the examiner wrote down in the

child's presence. The child was then asked to leicate the Various structurev,

within the string. The two sentences used were Papa *patea la pelota, and

Carmen compro ui caramelo. It_ was unclear whether all the -subjects,

discussed both sentences or if one was presented fo some subjects and the

second to others.



The Graphic Sense Structure Location Task differs In two important ways from

the stimuli used in Ferreiro's work. First, the children were given pictorial

stimuli which provided a context within which to discuss the written sentence.

Reproductions of the drawings and stimulus sentences in Spanish and English
.

are presented In Appendix C. The content was carefully selected in order to

minimize, to the extent possible, the use of culturally -unfamiliar material for

either the Spanish- or English- speaking children.

PA second difference concerns the linguistic Complexity of the stimuli. Both of

Ferreiro sentences were- simple transitives* of the 'type VO. GS-2 also

includes a sentence of the SVO type. In addition, a somewhat more complex

intransitive sentence was usid. It was hypothesized that the children would

respond differentially to structures of-varying complexity whether or not they

were able to decode. Thus, a prepositional phrase was used together with a

iyntactically and semantically complex intransitive verb. Special effort was

taken to select" sentences for both strbctures that , V./ould be of similar

complexity in each language. This was not altogether possible .and may be

impossible in principle. See the discussion on this point in Chapter V.

Administration of GS-2. The kicture cards were presented to each child

indivic(ually, and the testing sessions were.taped recorded. It 'was our purpose_

on this task to iain a more general understanding of the children's conceptual-
..

ization than with the card sorting task. For this reason,. the "testing was -
w ,

conducted according to a more open-ended format. The questions were asked

In a conversational tone, they Were repeated or reworded 'When- necepary, and

-probei were made where it was appropriate.



All of the testing was done by the two principal investigators, one of whom is

11 native speaker of Spanish and the other a native speaker of English. When

tliby were presented with Picture A, the children's attention was first focused

ca the drawing. They were told, "Look what happened in the picture. The

kitten broke the cup," and in Spanish "Mira lo que.pasei en el retrato. El gatito

quebro la taza." Then the child was asked to tell what happened in the picture

and the rescionse was written down on the protocol. This was done so that the

child would focus on the stimulus sentence. (See examples of the test

protocols in Appendix Di Next, the focus was shifted to the written senterfce.

The children were told, "Now look at this. This tells about the picture. What

do you think it says." All of the child's responses are recorded 'verbatim.

If the child said something like "I can't read" or "I don't know," the examiner

encouraged her/him to guess at what it said given the previousresPonse td the

picture itself and the assurance that.the.text "tells" about the picture. for

example, the child would be told, "You don't have to read,- it. You said before

that the picture shows that 'the kitten broke the cup,' and -we know that- this

(the text) tens about the picture. So what do you think it'says."

The child's own pioduction was written exactly as it was said. From this, the

examiner' then proceeded to ask the child if the various syntactic comporlents

of the sentence Were present in the form written under the picture. If the

child answered affirmatively, he or she Was asked to Idcate it: "Where does it

-sayl*t?" The examines' continued in this' manner for all the major and minor

grammatical structures in the child's own utterance. Finally, if the child's own

utterance. Was different from the actual sentence as written the examiner



asked about the location of the grammatical elements of the latter. This was

done in order to have a uniform basis of comparison across all the children.

The order in which these were presented was (1) object noun phrase, (2) the

predicate, (3) subject noun phrase; (4) the verb, and (5) the article. (In Spanish,

since the articles were different, bothrarticles were presented,

Picture B wo presented in the same manner. The order of presentation,

however, was necessarily different: (1) the V (fell asleep and se durmi6), (2)

the verb complement (asleep) for English and the, verb (durmi6) for Spanish, (3)

the verb (fell) and the reflexive pronoun (se), (4) the subject noun phrase, (5)

the subject noun; (6) the s4bject noun phrase-article, (7) the verb phrase, (8)

the prepositional phrase, (9) the object phrase, (10),the object noun (11) the

object noun irticie, and (12) the prep;osition.

In addition to recording the child's location of each segrnent, special notation

was made of other relevant responses such as pointing in a left to right or

right to feft direction, pointing at the picture,-or verbal responses.

Reliability of the Instruments

,

It was not the primary purpoie of this study to develop valid and reliable

instruments to be used in the' identification of graphic lense levels for

individual children. Rather, the intention has been to understand the partic-

ular stages in the development. For this reason, procedures to, demonstrate

the reliability of the instrumenfs over time were not undertaken. However,

the followirig reliability procedures were performed.



Graphic Sense Card Sorting Task. For GS-I, a comparison of the responie

patterns between the two decks 'Within each set provides a of

-"response consistency." This is, in a sense, in immediate test-retest reliability

measure. Table 2 demonstrates for each six-month age group the mean

number of identica1 reactions to matched cards in the two decks. The

percentage of the total number of items represented by each mean is also

indicated. These means are further divided by language dominance, and then

combined across each of the language groups.° Because of -the'extremely small

number of cases in, some of the cells, the information provided about any

single age group cannot be interpreted meaningfully. Standard deviatiOris are

included to indicate the -degree of variance within each' grouti. Nevertheless,

the general pattern is interesting, and the combined means reveal a moderate

degree of consistency in the children's reactions to the items.

In an attempt to test for inter-scorer reliability, audio-recordings were made
, .

of the administration of the GS- I to a subsample of 27 children. The purpose

was to compare the originak protocol with a second which would be filled out

by a different examiner. However, it was discovered that, due to the non-

verbal nature of the sorting response, it was not possible to tell ifrom the tape

alone for which card a particular reason was being given. Means by which this
. .

problem could be resolved are speaking the item numbers onto the audio-tape,

video-taping the sessions, or simultaneous scoring of the responses by two

examiners.



TALE 2 CONSISTENCY'OF REACTION.7014ATCHEO CARDS IN

THE WO OECXS OF THE GRAPHIC SENSE CARO SORtINR-TASX

Spanish Dominant Enalish Dominant

Age Group N lr so % N lr . so %

all liNIMMO WM"
ONO

4;0 - 4;5 8 33.50 1.00 99

4;6 - 4;11 6 32.00 1.41 41

S;0 . 5;5 5 31.10 2.06 93

5;11 5;11 12 31.00 4.65 91

6;0 . 6;5 3 28.33 5.26 83

6;6 - 6;11 10 32.30 2.45 95

7;0 - 70 6 32.33 1.76 95

7;6 - 7;11. 2 33.50 :.50, 99

157,ti - 8;5 5 32.00 2.19 94'

8.6 - 8;11 I 30.00 0: 88

4 32.25 3.03 95

11 29.45 4.76 87

15 31.53 2.17 93

6 30.17 2.37 89

6 31,17 2,95 92

11 31.27 2.30 92

4 30.75 2.05 90

2 33.00 1.00 97

0

58 31.84 93 59 30.96 92



Graphic Sense Structure Location Task. GS-2 was *composed of two sub-tasks

- Picture A and Picture B - with differing sentence complexity. In the same

way as with the card sorting task, the response patterns between the two

pictures provides a measure of response consistency. The responses were

analyzed separately for each sub-task and a graphic sense lei/el aisigned to

each student. Since the ordering of the response features on each of the

sub-tasks was so similar, it was possible to combine the scores into a single

GS-2 level.

Tables 3-4 provide the correlation coefficients for the comparison of the

levels for Picture A and Picture B, and for each of these with the combined

GS-2 levels. Of most relevance for this discussion are the correlations

between Pictures A and B. For the Spanish version the correlation is quite

high, as the table shows, and iz extremely high for the English version. Both

correlations are at high levels of significance. *They indicate strongly that

there was a.stbstantial amount of consistency in the children's responses to

the items on the two sub-tasks.

Rigorous training sessions attempted to provide for iiiter-examiner reliability.

For the English dominant sample, a single examiner administered reach of the

tasks to all subjects. For the. Spanish dominant group two 'examiners

administered the tasks. Immediately preceding and throughout the testing

period, the three examiners worked very closely together to insure stindard-
.

ization of procedures.



TABLE. 3 CORRELATIONS sow GRAPHIC SENSE LEVELS VRall PICTURES
A AND 8 AND OVERALL. WTI LEVEL; FOR. SPANISH DOMINANT CHIpREN

..,14-CCURE A ."

num A.

PICTURE 8 OVERALL aszt

.63* .67*.

PICTURE B .78*

$0

".4.001

1.33. 1.82

1 46'

1 .66

PIP

TULE 4 CORRELATIONS SEMEN GRAPHIC SENSE LEVELS FROM PICTURES

A ANC'S AND OVERALL GSM LEVE1S-FOR ENGLISH DOMINANT CHILDREN

PICTURE A inertME B OVERALL GSII

PICTURE A 181* .96

PICTURE
. .97

*

t

SD -
2.72 .

1.66
2.63

1.63

2.67

1.89.

001

28
34



Collection of Other Data

Socialization to Literacy Data. These data include the amount and nature of

readingand writing by family members. This is hypothesized to play a central

role in the development of the child's graphic sense. The quality of the

reading and writing activity engaged in by family members themselves defines

the functions that literacy has in the family and will play a strong role in the

significance that the child attributes to reading.

A "sociographie questionnaire Was developed and piloted. Video.taps of pilot

interviews were used for initial training of the interviewers. After several

training .sessions utilizing 'role-playing, feedback and discussion, each of the

staff conducted three interviews with parents of ,children who were not

participants in the study, but who fell within the Same age range. Copies of

the interview schedules are to be found in Appendix E. The instrument

includes questions about family structure', residence history, educational

history of family members and employment of, family members. Other areas

covered are the child's language development, attitudes of the parents toward

the relative value of proficiency in Spanish and English, and the Parents'

educational and career aspiraticns for the child. Language use patterns in and
w

outside the hotne comprise another set of questions. Finally, a section on

literacy inquires into the kinds of reading materials available, who uses them

with what frequency and when. It also asks about the clhildren's exposure and

reactions to printed media of various sorts.

For the purposes of the present study, the following twelve variables have



been selected for consideration: mother's years of schooling, father's years of

schooling, mother's level of literacy, father's level of literacy, reading and/or

writing activity engaged in by mother,,reading and/or striting activity engaged

- In by father, reading and/or writing activity engaged in by the_ focus child,

social reading and/or writing 'activity in the home, dyadic rfeading and/or

writing activity with the focus child, the quantity of children's books present

in the home, the quantity of magazines present in the home, and the'quantity

of writing materials Present in the home. Audio-recordings were made of the

interviews, and the information was subsequently transferred Onto data

summary forms (Appendix F).

Reading Readibess and Achievement Data. On the preschool sample, these

data were collected by means of the Cooperative Pres600l Inventory (1970,

_1974). Although it would be inaccurate to call the CPI a test of reading

readiness, it purports to be a measure of general readiness for school entry.

.For the kindergarten sample, these data were collected by means of the

Slingerland Pre-Reading Screening Procedures (1969). This instrumeni has

been adapted by the Calistoga School Disrict for administration in_ English and

Spanish. It has not been.standardized nationally, but the district has developed

local norms'in both languages. When administered in September to entering

first graders, it has been found by the district to be highly predictive of'

reading readiness and initial reading success.. For children in Grade 1 scores

from , the reading sub-tests of the ComPrehensive Test of Basic Skills (1974,

1978) were used to measure achievement. Both of these kinds of data are
_

regularly gathered by the School District and were available to the project.



_

Oral Language Proficiency Data. Oral language proficiency assessment is

regularly conducted by school personhei on the students in whose homes a

language.other than English is spolsen. Proficiency In English and Spanish Is,

measured 174 use of the Bilingual Syntax Measure (3SM)1,11975). The school

staff member trained in the administration of the BSM wat as well employed

as a research assistant for this study. This test was administered to all

stbjects in both languages. The BSM claims to measure developmental stages

in the acquisition of gramMatical structures in both English and SPanish. In

spite of criticism often directed at this instrument regarding the minimal

number of Items, difficulty o scoring, and method of administration, it was

chosen for use because it doe,\ tend to discriminate amOng several levels of

proficiency related to age.. Moreover, all other available in5truments for the

amassment of language proficiency have equally serious limitations.



CHAPTER III. RESULTS

In this chapter, each of the three research question; v% be addressed by a

section in which statistical dita are presented aiici explained. First, proced.

ures undertaken to obtain profiles of responses typical of each stage in the

development of graphic sense are described. Analysis of the children's

responses to the GS.1 and G54 tasks provides evidence in support of the

hypothesis that the acquisition of literacy is a developmental procesi.:Data

will also be presented which demonstrate thax Spanish dominant and English

dominant children in Calistoga pass through similar' stages of reasoning.

The second section presents evidence concerning the relationship between

selected sociographic background factors and "the levels of graphic. sense.

Differences in this relationship 'between the Spanish dominant and English

dominant subsamples are demonstrated by means of multiple correlation

coefficients and corresponding sets of beta weights.

The final section look's at the relationships between graphic sense level and

perforrnance on traditional measures of readiness and achievement. -Data is

also presented which relates graphic sense to oratlanguage proficiency.

Group Differences

Prior to .reporting the evidence which iktresses the research questions

themselves, it will be necessary to examine the differences between the



language dominance groups on the twelve sociographic variables. This

discussion will provide a rationale for the separate analysis and comparison of

data from the these . two groups. lien the very different iociocultural

background Ind experience of the different language groups within the sample,

differences in central tendency and variability among a number of important

factors were expected. Foe this reason and for the reason that school

achievement or readiness had Iriecessarili to be'rneasured by- different instru.

ments at the three grade levels, combining data from ;the different groups for

many statistical analyses viOuld be InapproPriate: The extent of these

differences is summarized in Table 5.

The vatiables under 'consideration here are the same twelve sociographic

factors which were selected for inclusion in the multiple regression study.

Because of unequal n's, the assumption of equal variances was tested by

subjecting the means and standard deviations of each group on these variables

to an F test. In the three cases where the P value proved significint, i.e.

Father Reads) Writes, Quantity of Children's Books, and Quantity of Writing

Materials, calculation ot-the corresponding t values was based upon separate

variance estimates. In a *other cases, in which the probability of F is less

than .01, calculation of the correspOnding t values was based upon pooled

variance estimates.

The expectations regarding the differences between the language groups are

strongly supported by the high le;els of significance represented in Table 5. It

is interesting to note that values of 0 were obtained for the standard deviation

and P on the variables Mother Reads or Writes, Social Reading or Writing, and



TULE .5 MONS., STANDARD DEYIATIONS, AND RESULTS.OF THE TESTS.OF SIGNIFICANCE
IEIVEEN'THE MEANS OBTAINED ON SELECTED SOCIOGRAPHICIARIARLES BY SPANISH DOMINANT
AND. ENGLIsm DOMINANT SUBJECTS

twirl-III

SPANISH DOMINANT ENGLISH DOMINANT

7 so

Mother's Years of School 4.16 3,31

Father's Tura of Scheel 4.14 .3.37

Mother's Level of Literacy 1.60 . 60

father's Utile of Literacy 1,50 ,67

Mother Reads or iir'14es . U .p
'Father Readsior Writes .39

Focus Child Reeds or Writes .67 , '.47

Social Reading or Writing .87 .34

Dyadic Reading or Writing ,86

T so

13.94 ' 2.90 1,30 16.40***

14.09

2,54.

, 3.00

.60

1.26

1.80

18.93***

7.72***

2.,40 .66 .1.06 5.181,

100 o o p 3.19**

.98 .14 8,28** 2.80**

.86 .38 1.M, 2.38*

1.00 O. 0' -.2.95**'"'

1.Oo o 3,19**

Quantity ef Children's hnees 140 .77 3.89 1.28 2.73**"43.97***

quantitY of Msgalines -N.88 .78 2.95 1.09 1.98 -11.47***

Quantity of Writing Material s 1. gg .70 2.8B . .33 4.47** 8.42***



Dyadic Reading or Writing in the English dominant sadinple. 100% of the

respondents within this language group answered these questions affirrnatively.

'Graphic Sense Profiles-

Qualitative 113 well as quantitative techniques of analysis were used with the

graphic sense data. On each of the major tasks - the *Graphic Sense Card

Sorting Tasks (GS-1) and the Graphic Sense Structure Location Task (GS-2) -

41e responses were qualitative In nature. The extraction of patterns, then,

required tile classification of responses and the determination of character-

istic profiles of response types for each age and linguistic group. This

provided the means to assign levels of graphic sense to each child for each

task. These levels then enter into a variety of quantitative analyses.

Graphic Sense 'Card Sorting- Task. GS-1 yields two qualitatively different

kinds of data: judgments regarding whether or not particular stimuli can be

read and, for those stimuli rejected, criteria upon which the 'decision to reject

was based. Analysis of the results must take into account b9th types of data.

Differences in patterns of rejection as well as in patterns of reasons for

rejection can be identified acros age groups.

The first step in the analysi.1 of the graphic sense data was to list and classify

all of the reasons given for the rejection of any of the thirty-four cards in the

task. Upon close examination of the protocols, it was found that all of the

reasons given in both languages for rejecting any of the thirty-four cards:could

be fit into twenty-five different "criteria" upon which the rejections. were



based. These criteria Were inferred from the chilarent verbatim responses.

For example, the response 'Es una floc nomis," to the picture on- Card 2

implies the use of the same criteria as the responSe- "That's a. worm," to the

Aribic word on Card 30. From leach reason, it can be understood that the

child was attending to the pictorial nature of the stknulus, as he or she

,perceived it.

In several sessions, the principal investigators and one eiher Member of .the

research team developed the list of criteria presented in ,Table 6. Criteria

were assigned to ten major categories on the basis- of qualitative relationships

among them. Each was given a code number, indiciting the category as well

as the specific criterion. Thus, both of the criteria in Category .1 fail to

provide any explanatico of the child's reasoning. Type 1.1 responses reiterate

the rejectice, but fail to express the reasoning behind the decision. Similarly,

little information is provided when the child CejeCt3 a card but claims not to

know why (Type 1.2). Figure '3 rlists the categories and gives examples of

responses within each. The criteria in Category 2 all involve non-symbolic

representationi such as pictures, designs, or visual_ "games". In Category 3,

children's reasonMgs focused ..on, the absence of what they considered .to be a

,meaningful symbol. Individual elements in a siring were salient in the criteria

useciin Category,4. Number of elements in the stimuli was the deciding factor

fcc the criteria of Category 5, and. in Category 6 it was the distinction

, between numeric and letterAype symbols. Category 7 involved the ill-

formation of letters, words, or scripts,, and Categories 8 and 9 involved in-

formation of other Sorts, i.e. of linear orientation or of-directionality. Finally,

Category 10 refers to ilt-formedness with respect to segmentation.
4



TAM 6 RUPONSI CLASSIFICATIOgS FOR.GRAPHIC SENSE CAgO SORTING TASK

-7(

Ogg- Sr'ilsrion

- 1.1 Indeterminate Response

1.2 064 Know

2.1 Pictorial,Representation.

2.2 Selecting Individual Pittorial
Elements as MaanIngful

2.3 Reference to a design

;

2.4 Reference .to Game.

3.1 Lacks Graphic Symbol

)4saningless"fits.

Select1 f2 Individual Graphic SyMhel:Las MeaningfUl

4.2 Unrelated Individual Elements

5.1 too Few Graphic gyeWls

5.2 Too Many GraphiF SYmbols

4.3 Repstihno of. Graphic Symbols
1

5.4 too row Ficto.rial Element

4.5 Repetition of Pictorial

6,1 - Rumerk, ,
.

6.t Functional lumber(s)

7.1 ,/11-Ammee4 Letters

7,2 Aorphophoneeically 111-formed

,7.3 Wrong Script

6.1 Wrong Linear Orientation

9.1 Wrong Letter Orientation

9,2 Mirror-Image

9.3 Wrong Order

10.1 Wrong Segmentation



1411*
1: No wlanetion.:

Non..symbolic represen,

representation.

Lack of graphic symbo).

4. IndividUal elements'.

Number or-repetition
-of element*.

Bumer4c.
,

7. Ill -formation of
simbols.

S. 'Linear.orientation.

Lettermrientation.

1 . Segeentation.'

PA$11.41400g.

SecauSe it's Just for looking at: (Card 15)
Pogue no se pUede leer. (Card 17)

It.* .ticotactoi. (Card.15),
Son nu*. (Card '3)

It isn't a word. (Card 2)

No tiene letres. (Cord 10)

There's * snail and 4 cross and a upsilde-down

i and m star.' (Card 10)
Mame una estrella. (Card 10)

There's Just four d's. (Card 311
TIOMPOMit una. (Card 34),

It's supposed:to be my address. (Card 25)

Es un cuatrs. (Card 8)
,

The J and the i ere hooked together. (Card 20)

Tien, cuatro lfneas. (Card 12)

Because it goes up and down the wey you

write Chinese. (Card 16)
Porque esti asf. (gesturing)(Cerd 23)

Because they're a3l-mtied4up. (Card 28)

La a iatil al
mots. (Card 26)

'Because they're all together.'(Card 13)

No hay ispacio. (Card 13)

FIGURE .
CATEGORIES OF-CRITERIA FIWCARO REJECTION ANO EXAMPLE RESFONSES

.



The 'second step toward describing profiles of reipaises for each stage of

graphic sense wai to'tally the types of reasons given by children for rejecting

each of the 34 cards. .These:totals were analyzed according to grade level and

language dominance group. An attempt was Made.to combine the variables

grade and ,years in.school iniorder to distinguish between children...in a grade

who had been retained from those who had not. Ultimately, however, the finer

schemes were abandoned because the 4suItlng n's were too small to provide

any workable data.,

Ihiring this analysis, differenCes became apparent between the Janivage

groups in terms of the predominent response to a specific item within a single

age group. The most striking example is that the Spanish dominant pre-

schoolers, as group, 'accepted all thiriy-four items as readable. Sixteen of

the cards were acdepted by all seventeen subjects in that group. Five cards

were accepted by sixteen of the seVenteen, and seven more by fifteen

children. The remaining six items were accepted by the majority of the group

(never fewer than twelve children, or 70%). The English dominant 'pre-

schoolers, on the other hand, rejected ten of the cards by greater than a 50%

margin.

,

Thil is not to say that the conceptual developMent appears dissimilar for

children in the two language groups. Actually, the data suggest just the

opposite. Kindergartners from the Spanish dominant group make use of the

same criteria as do preschoolers from the English dominant sample. In fact,

the patterns of response are nearly identical between these two groups.

Similarly, the Spanish dominant first graders' responses form a pattern more,



like that of the English dominant kindergartners than like that of"their English

dominant classmates. For exaMple, English dorninant preschoolers and Spanish

dominant kindergartners accept Card 22 (the string of pseudo-letters) while

the English dominant kindergartners and Spanish dominant first graders reject

that item on'the basis of ill-formation of the symbols (criterion 7.1).

Four distinct patterns of rejection emerged from this analysis. For some

cardi, children across all thiee grades and both language groups accepted the

graphic representation as readable. On these items, there Were no significant
.1

differences in response attributable to developmental level. Included in this

group were such iterni as the base word in all capital letters, -both items in

cursivescript, and the correctly segmented string of three words.

A second pattern could be Identified in the responses to certain cards for
r

which rejection was altways based upon the same criterion. Items of this type

dila be further divided into two subgroups. For some items, rejection

followed a pattern of acceptance by both the youngest and the oldest and were

rejected in the middle (e.g., the two letter word and the vertical base word).

Other items were overwhelmingly accepted by preschoolers, but then the rate

of rejection increased in the higher grade groups (e.g., the mirror image of the

base word and the four consonants).

4
A. third pattern was seen on some items which were rejected by all but a very

e ,

few children (who accepted literally everything at readabie)sand for which the

rejections were based upon the same one or two criteria across grades (e.g.,

the Chinese character, the flower and the scribble's).



Finally, the fourth type of pattern seemed to discriminate between one type of

response ai the lower grade level(s) and a different category of reason at the

higher grade level(s). Examples of items in this pattern are the pseudo-letter

and The rotated letters. In both the Second and fourth patterns, variation was

apparent im thi level at which the "higher lever' criteria began to appear. (lW

the second pattern, this criterion replaces acceptance. yhereas, in the final

pattern, It is A "lower level" criterion ;.hiCh Is replaced.) For some cards, the

switch begins to occur within the Kindergarten sample, while for other cards

, only first graders use the more advanced reasoning.

From these analyses and the diagrams they provided, it was possible to

construct a *profile of predictable response patterns for each of five levels of

graphic sense. Level 1 responses accept literally anything written down as

readable. At Level 2, certain cardi are rejected, hit *exPlanations of the

reasoning behind the rejections are not adequately expressed. One or two

instances of a Category, 2 reason (e.g., "ft.'s just a picture.") May appear at

Level 2, but no more. Level 3 profiles may have 'several Category 2. and 3.

responses oft% just a flower; not a word.9, and one or two responses from

Categories 3 ("There's only two letters, that's not enough.") and/or 6 ("That's a

4, it's a number.% At Level 4, a much more varied 'response pattern begins to

become evident, including all the above-mentioned categories as well as

Categories 7 - 9. (Refer to Figure 3; above, for example responses.) Finally,

the responses that distinguish the Level 5 profile are those which begin to

acept those items rejected at all the earlier levels:e.g. the Chinese figure.

.These highest level responses also mention such criteria as "mirror image",



which reveal a very advanced level of awareness about the characteristics .of

the stimuli.

Graphic Sense Structure Location Task. Interp.retation of GS-2 data required

a combination of lingulttic analytical and quantitative techniques. The

queitions on this task asked about the lOcation of particular syntactic

segments of the stimulus sentences, and the responses were children's gestural
,

and/or verbal indications of where in the written sentences they thought the

segments were represented. The-first analytical task, then, was to understand

the psycholinguistic feattres of the children's responses, the developmental

ordering of these features, and the assignment of levels to-configurations of

. responses by individual children. Once this was accomplished, we were able to

utilize statistical techniques to understand the relationship between the card

sorting and structure location tasks, ancr to compare the relationship of each

of these to the sociographic variables.

Each of the responseS for every child in the sample .was first compared to the

"correct" , response, i.e. the response that would be expected of a literate

adult. The manner in which each response differed . from .the expected

response was recorded, and a 'master list of response features was compiled

which was composed ot any and all features used ai feast one time by any child

In the sample. This list of features Is presented in Table 7.

Using this comprehensive list, the responses of all the Children were tabulated

by features, and the percentage of children using each feature was calculated.

The results of this procedure demonstrated that many of the features were



TARLE .7 -GENERAL
LIsritirTYPtS'OF RESPONSES (FIATURES) USED: AT'.

LEAST ONCE-ITANY CHILD-. .
.

1. Correct Identification Of Major Gralaticai Structures

Ihtireleotence: Located On One Word

1. Entire Sentence Locatpdin NOre Than:On Word 84c:

Rimer Than All Words .

Right lb lettlrientation.

Left lbIlight Orientation',

Eack.And 'Forth Orientation

Lbcation Of PhraSesOn: A Single Wird

a. 'Subject Nolen Phrase
b. Iredicato
g. CaapIemlerb
d. PrePositional Phrase ,

., Object:Noun Phrase

. Same Location For Phrase And Component

'Phrase

Subject Noun PhraW
'b. Predicate/Verb

. C. -Predicate/ObJect.NOUn Phrase

d. Preposition*LPhrise
I. Object Noun Phr*Pe

9. Location of phrase Onits Read Word

a. Subject Noun Phrtsel
b. 'Verb Phrase. .

c. Object Noun Phrasa:

4, -:Prepositionl Pkrese:

.
Location of Phrase' InIts first,WOrd

a.: Subject Noun Phrase

11. .Virk-POrase
c. Object NoUn.Phrove

0. Prepositional Entry*

RejeCtion Of A GramMotiCia

4. Subject loins Phrase'

b. Subject Noun

co Verb Phrase

do Verb
a. Verbal Complament
1, Object Noun Phrase

g. Article
PrePosition
ReflesivePrnunni-

12. COrrect Relative Pbsition:Of Phrases

:13:-.2Ose.Oflength Criteri00 For Content Words and Phrases,

Verbal tompletion Of &Phrase For A Single Word Stimulus

11. :Elaboration pf The Basic SentenCe



(i.ontinued)

11, Pointing To Something In The Picture

17. Use Of All Segments In The Sentence
18. *.Location Content Words In Portions Of Words

19. Location Particles In Portions. Of Words

20, Use of Single I.OtterS Per, Particles
21.. Use of Single Letters For &intent Words
22.. More Than One Item In the Sare-Location

23. Location Of An Item In Mors Than One Location

24. Location Of M1 ItentIn Every. Segment

25. Correct U. of PartiOm
a. the ...

b. el
C. Ii
a, en

25, Identification Of Both The's Simultaneously

27, Location Of Particla On A Content Word

M. the
b. el
c. Ts
di, en
e, se

28. Location Qf PartiCle On A Different Perticle
a. the'
b. el

la
. en

e. se

29: Correct tise Of IN
30. Syllabis Confusion With imp



either idiosyncratic or yere used by very few children. Thust in order both to

reduce the data to manageable proportions and to utilize only those features

that cOuld be considered reasonably meaningful features which showed no

discernible pattern across age groups were eliminated from further considera-

ticn None of the features thus eliminated were uied by more than 15% of the

children.

This reduced list of distinctive features was then tabulated by_ grade, language

group, and picture task in order to see the patterns of growth for each feature.

All the feitures showed substantial growth between preschool and first grade,

as seen in, Figures 4-21. However, a number of features showed .either no

growth or a decremental development between preschool and first grade for

the Spanish dominant group. (See, for example Figs. 10, 12, 13, 15 and 20.)

The reasons for this are unclear, but we may speculate that the graphic sense

development of these children is interrupted or even disrupted by

inappropriate content and/or techniques of instruction. These are geared more

closely to teachers' ideas about the level of skill of English dominant

youngsters from more middle-class backgrounds. The English dominant

kindergarten group did not show this decremental pattern. Also, the first

grade group dernOnstrated virtualliscomplete mastery, of all the features.

For these reasons, it seemed reasonable to use only the responsei of the

preschool children from both the Spanish and English dominant groups as the

basis for deteirmining the order of difficulty of the features. Table 8 gives the

percentage of correct responses for each of the distinctive features by

language groupielhose features with a low percentage are-to be considered



TULE RELATIVE DIFFICULTY LEVEL:OF DISTINCTIVE GRAPHIC SENSE
FEATURESIOR PRE7SCHOOL. CHILDREN.

11.011 COnte0tWOrd

leiht Content Word

Content Word

The On Content Word

Prepositional Phrase On A Singlit-Segment:
. .

S i l b j e C t NoWO,PhralcOn AiSinileSegient

in .00.CoOteni,Word

Predicate On Alingle Segment

Oblect:Noun Phratt On kSingle Segatent

Different Items On A Single Segient-,

.LoCation Of Object Noun Phrase Within The
Prepositional Phrase

COrrect_IdeotificatiOn OtArticle

Left:To Right Otientation -

Length.Criterion

Relative PositiOi Of:Phraseir,

CorrectlocatiOn Of Major Structure's

'Location.Of The Verb Within The VP

LOcation Of.Object NOWI Within The

, Object NOun Phrasi,

Location Of Subject Noun Within The
Subject Noun Phrase-

Simuitaneoustocation Of Roth The's

8*.5

1.5



Fie. 1 MACY 01BON AS PART OF SUBJECT MP
loos"

Net 5
100%
,

VERB AS PART OF V

100k

Oridit trip trot

17 27 27. 15- 19 19 27 15

lit
19 19

Kalglieh ;Peaks!.



Fig. 6 OBJECT NOUN AS PART OF FREFOSIIIONAL FICRASE Fie. 7 OBJECT NOON AS PART or

1100%



Ns, 8 CORO IDENTIFICATION OF EL
too

Fig, 10 CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF IA

loos

50

Oradet,-. Pr
it.s. 17

tieturo A'

2/
lot
19

Picture

Flo. 9 CORRECT IDENTIFICATION OF THE
1001

Flo, it SIMULTMEOUS LOCATION OF MN .

100% - i

0

Pre
27

11 lii
15 19_



Fts.12- LOCATION OF PARTICLES.ON

comma. 103RDS AM PHRASES -



Fie. 13 LOCATION OF PIET 111 ON SiNGLE SEGMENT Fie. ift tOtATION OF PREDICATE ON SINGLE SEGMENT
loos ',box ,

PiCTIONE

A

PICRIRE

50

100%

50

0

Grades . Pre

n 17 27 27 15

Spanish I-Speakers mail& Spenkeri

let

19 19.

57

100%

Pre K 1st

.17. .27. 27 15 19 19



Psit. 15 LOCUM IT PREP PHRASE ON SINGLE SEGMENT Fvo45 1.0CA1ION OF OtIECT NP ON SINGLE SEGMENT
tool

PICTURE

PIMA!

Otades

n 17 27

Openleh dreakets

27- . 15

lieh Speakers



Fis..i7 LOCATION OF DIFFERENT ITEM ON SW .SE611ENT
loos

100%
0.

Pre 1st

17 27 27 15 19 19

59



,

Fie. is !BATIK Position OF PHRASES

iao$

PICTURE.

A

100$

Pre

17.: 27

SpOnish Epeakere

lst
27 15 19 19

English Speakers

19 IISE OE LENGTH COITEPIoN

100$

Pre K 1st'

17 27 27 15 19 19

60



Eta1 20 LOCATION OF NAAR GRNIVITICAL STRUCTURES

PICTURE

100t

rr ir 1st

n 17 27 27 15 19 19

Spanish Speakers Enka eh Speak-

FlOt 21 LtFT-TO RIGHT oRIENTATION
.3.00%

Pre 1st

17 27 27 15 1919.



the most difficult, those with the highest the least difficult.

It Is to be noted that, in general, the features are ordered similarly for both

groups, though there are a few differences. These differences in relative

air appear principally with the features of Left-to-right Oriefitation,

Location .of the Object Nom Phrase, and Subject Now Phrase on a Single

Segment. All the other features are ordered acrosi language groups within one

or two ranks of difference.

It IS desirable with such an array, especially given the ranking into levels on

GS-I, to attempt to find an implicational hierarchy among the featikes and to

order them into leyels7 We note first of all that the features of Location of

the Particles the, el, la, se on a Content Word share the characteristic of

being the highest ranked in both language groups.

In on a Content Word would share that characteristic except that Preposi-

tional Phrase and Subject Nom Phrase on a tingle Segment are ranked higher

in the Spanish group. Thus, the first four features 'stand alone as Level 2 by

having the highest relative ranking for both groups.

Simultaneous Locrion of Both the's will be considered a Level 5 feature not

only because it has the lowest rank in .English (this feature is not applicable to

the -Spanish group), but because this response was produced only by 'those

children who responded correctly to all other features. I.e., a correct response

on this feature implies that all other features are mastered (thiiugh.not vice

versa).



It is this criterion of mutual exclusivity of rank among the features that we

then apply throughout this portion of the analysis to establish the implicational

hierarchy and thus tie levels of GS-2. In this way we find that certain

features, taken as a group, are mutually exclusive in rank from other featurei.

These are the features of Length Criterion, R.elative Position of Phrases,

Identification of Major Structures and the Locatibn of the Verb and the Object

Noun within, their%respective phrases. Only Location of Subject Noun within

its phrase is lower in both languages. The latter feature, then, we consider to

represent Level 4, and thi former to represent Level 3. . The remaining

features with the exception of location of object noun phrase in the

prepositional phrase, are mutually 'exclusive from all the rest and comprise

Level 2.

In.this way, the feitures in each level are the same features for both language

groups (except at Level 3 which is unique to English). Within each level, the,

features are ordered similarly, though not exactly the same for each language.

But' n'one of the features from any one leVel overlain those of another level.

The one exception, as noted above, pertains to Object Noun Phrase in the

Prepositional- Phrase. This feature is clearly in Level 2 for English but

overlaps in rink with two features of Level 3 in Spanish.

However, because of its low absolute 'rank overall, and ,because the overlap in

rank is so minor (17% versua 13% and 15%), we feel justified in assigning this

feature to Level 3 for both lan'guauges. Despite the inconsistency, this seems

preferable to assigning a single feature to different levels.



Once the levels are assigned it becomes possible to compare the relationshp

of GS-1 and GS-2 directly and to make similar comixtrisons with other

, variables both soclographic and educationl.

Sociographic Variables as Predictors of Graphic Sense

Table 9 demonstrates the relative predictive ialue of a number of *home

variables upon the developmental level of GS-1 arid dS-2. The factors

selected for inclusion the Years of School for both'parents (MS, FS), Level of

Literacy for both parents (ML., FL), Reading and Writing Activity of each

parent and the focus child (MR, FR, CR), Social and Dyadic Literacy activiti

(SR, DR), and the Types and Quantity of Reading and Writing Materials

available in the-home (CB, M, WM) .were chosen because their influence upon

reading achievement has been discussed in several Audies (Wells 1978,

Holtman et al. 1971, Ramirez and Castaneda,1974k

As can be seen, the multiple-R obtained on bath measures is <quite high: On

GS-1 it is significant at the .001 level arid on G3-2 at the .01- level. Thus I as
'

0

expected, home,socialization practices with regard to literacy, as measured by

the sociographic variables are strong predictors of graphic sense level. That

Ls, the quality and 'amount of the 'child's inforinal experiences with written

language is reflected fairly directly in his or her skill in the graphic sense

tasks presented.

The most powerful predictors for both GS-1 and GS-2 are ikhether'or not the



TABLE BETA.WEIGHT$ ANO MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FROM_THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION OF SOCIOGRAPHIC

VARIABLES UPON GRAPHIC SENSE LEVELS

GRAPHIC SENSE

TASK . W SD R OF F

SETA WEIGHT FOR PREDICTOR VARIABLES.

DR CB 14 1104MS *Es ML Ft MR 'FR CR SR

GS 1

GS 11

114

114

3.20

.2.17

1.06

1.28

.58**

.50*

12

92

12

92

3.97

2.58

-.012

-.240

.163

.101

-.089

.168

-.135

-.175

.126

;074

-.133

-.069

.451

.311-

.056

.247

.224

-.114

-.083

.042

.232

.323

.043

.002

*P < .01
**P < .001



child engages in l'reading" activities (CR) and the presence in the home of

magazines and newspapers (M). Other fairly strong predictors for both

measures are father's reported level of literacy (FL) father's educational level

(FS), and the practice of dyadic reading activities involving the child (DR).

The first two of these reflect SES rather then socialization practices.

However, it is reasonable to expect 'that the father's schOoling and literacy

would affect in a fairly, direct manner the sociographic variables themselves.

Mother's Schoolink <MS), Mother's Level of Literacy (ML), and Social Reading

Activities in the home (SR) are fair predictors of GS-2 though not of GS-I. In

contrast, whether or not the mother and father engage in reading (MR, FR)

predict GS-1 to some extent but not GS-2.

These differences must certainly inhere in the nature of _tasks and in the

relationship of the particular sociographic variables to those tasks. We may

speculate that social reiding is done More in homes where the mother's

. schooling and literacy are relatively high and 'that in these situations-the child

acquires the skills necessary for the interpretation of text (GS-2). These skills

many not be: developed by the mere fact that mother and/or father engage in

reading. However, the latter conditions are related to the presence of reading

material in the home, and the.child would thus begin to understand the nature

of graphic symbols and acquire notions about what is and is ni3t readable

(GS-1). These are but some possible interpretations, but the more precise

establishment of the relationships of sociographic variables to graphic sense

must await further study.



The Relation of Graphic Sense to Other Test Data

In order to understand the relationships of graphic sense to oral languaie

proficiency, cognitive development; and the more traditional measures of

school achievement, Spearman cbrrelations were performed, between GS-1,

GS-2 and a variety of other test data collected durMg the course of thi

project. A summary of the data obtained through these procedures is

presented in Tables 10 and 11.

There are very few correlations, with. either GS-I or GS-2, that attain klevel

of significance. With both measures of graphic -sense, the , oral language

proficiency scores on the Bsg Eq.gitk showornoderate correlations for both'

language groups. In addition, the BSM Spanish is moderately correlated with

GS-1 for the Spanish domihant iroup.

GS-1 correlates moderately to high with several sub-tests of the CTBS (First.

Grade) for the English group: Letter Sounds, Word Recognition and Reading

Comprehension. None of these show a significant correlation for the Spanish

group.

The SPSP. (Kindergarten) does not correlate significantly with GS-1 for the

English group, and only the Letter Identification' sub-test shows a moderate

positive relationship with GS-1 for the Spanish group. Also for this group,

Visual Discriminition-Words and Visual Memory show fairly strong but nega-.

tive correlations with the.card sorting task.
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8SM,4'Span1sh
376* .57

.894,69lish
52 539* 57

CAI (Rresthool)
17 261 26

,SPiP.Subtests (Kindertiiirten.

Visual.Discrimination, Letters' 24 , .258 13 .460

Visual Discrimination:Words 24 .150 13 .310

Visual.Memory mit!' Discrimination 24 .418 13- -au

'Fine,motaitoordinatipi ,24 ..041 13 .025

Visual -15inestbetic Memory .24 .257 13

Auditory Discrimination: 24 .249 13

Letter Identification by Name .; 24 .412* 13

CT8S Subtdsts (First grade)

Letter Sounds

Word Recognitiin I

Word RecognitionII .11

Reading-Comprehension U.

CTSS Total Raw Score 11

35

**p, < .01

-.099

-.046

.324

.402*

-.069 18 . .330

.177, 18 .691**

.496 18, .499*

.218 18 - .520*

.228 -30 .473**



TAILE.11 SPEARMAN'S ROM CORRELATIONS lETWEEN GS II LEVEL AND

TRADITIONAL SCHOO MEASURES.

Test

sPAtiftH DOMINANT ENGLISH DOMINANT

ft r N r

SSM, Spanish- 52. ,. .217. 57 .185

ISM, English 52 .377* 57 ..-.394**

CPI (Preschool.) 17 s.064 -- . 26 . .327

.SPSP Subtest (gindergarten)°: '

Vitial Discrimination, Letters,

Visual Discrimination, Words .

24

.14 :

-.007

-.347*

13

13

.400

-.431

, Visual MimOry with Discrimination 24 .-476* 13. : .336

. Pine7Motor Coordination '24 .516** 13 .509*

Visual-KinesthetitMemOry 24 all .13 .383..

Auditory Discriminaiion .
24 .145. 13 :. .060

, Letter Identificatioh by Name 24 *. .-...220 .-_ 13 .321.

CTIS Subtests (First Grade)

Letter Sounds. .

18 .000

wor4 Recognition,I .
11, .346 , 18 -.104

Word Recognition II 11 .453 18 .091

Reading Comprehension 11. .051 18 .078

CT8S Total Raw Scare 11 .303 18 .039

STEA 35. .586** 30 .537*



GS-2 shows a clearer pattern of relatimships. For most tests, there are no

significant correlations, though several show moderate relationships with GS-2

that do not reach significance. Three tests show quite strong correlation, with

G$-2 for both language groups: \ 15SM English, the Fine Motor Coordination

sub-test of the SPSP (Kindergarten) and the STEA.

-

The CPI (Pre-school) shows no significant relationship with either GS-1- or

GS-2 for either language dominance group. These resuits will be discussed in

the following chapter.

Relationship of GS-1 and GS-2. It is. of great interest to know whether the

very different skills measured by the card sorting and structure location, tasks

areC):iated. The assumptkr,governing the development and use of these tasks

'as measuresfif graphic sense was that, even though notions about what, sorts of

things are readable is a very different kik of knowledge from that required to 0.

locate structures in a text, both skills underlie the acquisition- of literacy and

thus are integral canponentS of graphic 'sense.

Table 12 provides the correlation coefficienti between GS-1 and GS-2 for

each of the language dominance groups. The two measuresohow significant

and moderate to fairly strong correlations for both groups. This is evidence

that both tasks tend to assess the same underlying construct.
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TABLE 12 PEARSON CORRELATIONS BETWEN GS / ANO GS II FOR

SPANISH ANC ENGLISH GROUPS

SD

SPANISH DOMINANT .32* .1.67

,emataim DOMINANT .58** *. 2.67 159

*kV <.001.



CHAPTER IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The- results of this study clearly support the.. proposition that children pass

through developmental stages in tfieir understanding of written-language. This

conclusion and others which can be drawn from the data in answer to the

research. questions posed in Chapter I will be dibcussed in this 'section. In

addition, data collected by means of the Graphic Sense-Card Sorting Task and

the Griphic Sense Structure Location Task will be examined with regard to

Mite of the nOtions characteristic of certain stages in the developmenr of

graphic sense as they relate to Ferreiro's (1976, 1978) findings and those of

other researchers. A section will be devoted to suggeitions for the improve-

ment of these instruments, should revision be undertaken. Areas in need of

further theoretical and m'ethodological study pill also be proposed. Finally,

this chapter will present the implications education offered_ by these

findings.

Graphic Sense as a Developmental-Process. Certainly the data provided by the

children's respontes to the GS-1 AND GS-2 *tasks have demonstrated that the

acquisition of graphic sense is a developmental process. Stages in the

development can be identified by the criteria used_ by children it each level in

deciding Whether particular graphic representations can or cannot be read and

where pOrtions of an utterance are located in a text. On both of these tasks,

the kifids of responses given by the younger children were different from those

given by the older children within each language group. The number of

.
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"correct" responses, i.e. the conventional interpretations that would be given

by literate adults, increased systematically according to age group. .This kind

of pattern is characteristic of a developmental process rather than of one

which reflects concepts or skills learned in an idiosyncratic or arbitrary order.

This interpretation is strongly supported by the fact that children who had had

no formal instruction in reading acquired notions about written language that

were strikingly similar within an age group.

The responsis given by Spanish dominant and English dominant children show

that children from both language groups use _the same criteria in their decision

making. In GS-1, children from both groups tended to accept or reject the

same cards and to offer the same reasons for considering some cards readable

and othirs not. Moreover, four-year-old monolingual Spanith speakers, who

have had limited contact with the Anglo-American culture, nonetheless gave

reasons foe their rejection of certain cards which were identical (except, of

course, in Spanish) to those given by the English dominant preschoolers. In

GS-2, both the Spanish and in English dominant children had similar ideas

about whether and where particular sentence struct6res were to be read in a

written sentence.

Additionally, on each tatk, younger children from both language groups tended

to respond in the same way as did the older children. That is, there existi an

age-related ordering of the responses that is characteristic 'of both groups.

\ The major difference between the groups was that the Spanish dominant

children tended to make lower level responses than the English dominant

children of the same age. This pattern is explainable by the differences in the
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out-of-school experiences with written language which are the social basis of

graphic sense development. Given the limitations on the.extent to which these

-

results° miy be generated to other -populations' of 'children - namely4 those

who do not live in Calistoga - the validity of a statement regarding the general

nattre of graphic sense would be "premature. Nonetheless, the striking

similarities between these two cultural groups that are apparerlt in the

structure df graphic sense suggest that their responses are governed by the

same underlying cognitive processes.

Relationship to Sociographic Factors. The level of graphic sense, ai defined

by the patterns of responses on both GS-I and G&2; is strongly related to the

nattre of a child's exposure to and interaction with written language at home;

This confirms one of our major hypotheses that sociographic factors Are

crucially important 'in_ the acquisition of graphic sense. In, addition, this

relationship supports the notion that grapl'ic sense is a developmental phenom-

enon, acquired natually in a way similar to that of other cognitive develop-

mental processes. The sociographic factors serve as the indispensable, input

from which the child reconstructs the written code in a way that is fully

analogous to the process that operates in oral language acquisition.

The most predictive sociographic factors for both GS-1 and GS-2 levels were

whether or not the child engages in solitary or dyadic "reading" activities and

the presence of magazines and newspapers in the home. That is, the child's

personal and direct participation in sociographic actitivites is the most
,

important factor in graphic sense development. The presence of popular

reading materials would also seem to provide the child with opportunities to



interact with print in the home in any number of ways.

Whether or not the parents engage in reading is moderately predictive for

GS-1 only. Observation of these activities would tend to.provide Information

to the child about the nature of the symbol system used, but not necessarily

about flow to interpret text. On the other hand, parent's literacy has a similar

rglationship to GS-2. More literate parents, it seems, would be more likely to

4

interact with the child in his or her reading activities and to give assistance in

the interiSretation of texts. Whatever the underlying explanations, the most

important point to be made is that the sociographic factors have a demons-

trably systematic relationship to graphic sense level. Other Observers have

noted the general relationship between parents' SES and children's academic

achievement. The findings reported here, however, begin to explain why such

a relationship exists. It is not, we submit, because lower SES children are less

intelligent or have less motivation, or have less support from, their parents for

academic achievement. Rather, there are important cultural differences with

respect to acadCmically important activities. The schools typically are

unaware of what these differences are and consequently fail to take them into

account in their instructional programs.

Reading Readiness and Achievement. There was no demonstrated relationship

between graphic sense and "readiness" for school as measured by the Coop-

erative Preschool Inventory. Neither could a strong relationship be demons-

trated between graphic sense and reading readiness as measured by the

Slingerland Pre-Reading Screening Procedures. A single subtest of the



Slingerland%revealed a correlation between the Spanish dominant Kinder-

gartners' knowledge of letter names and GS-I. This suggests that the ability

to name letters is related to and probably dependent upon an understanding of

the kinds of symbols that are possible written representations.

The only positive correlatians of the Slinger land with GS-2 were on the

Fine-Motor Coordination sub-test for both groups of children. 'This would

inidicate that the 'experiences that develop this particular skill and that enter

into the interpretation of written text are related. However, the findings of

their study do not permit more detailed interpretation.

The lack of any other positive relationships between the reading readiness

tests and either GS-1 or GS-2 confirms bur hypothesis that what these tests

measure are notions thit are very differerit from the Conceptualizations about

written language that children acquire informally through sodialization exper-

ience. It is this latter knowledge that children bring with them to the school

and that ;traditional readiness measures fail to tap.

Reading achievement scores of English speaking first graders are related 'to

GS-1 but not GS-2. These relationships may be explained by the fact that

there was variability in their responses on CS-1 - as there is on reading

achievement - but not on GS-2. Level of graphic sense (measured only by

GS-1 for this group) Ls thus strongly related to reading achievement. Reading

achievement testing measures the relevant skills involved in reading much

more accurately than do reading readiness tests. Thus the relationship of

graphic sense level with the former but not the latter gives important support



to graphic 'sense as a yalid construct.

The reading achievement scores of the Spanish dominant sam however, are

riot related to graphic sense, either on-GS-I or GS-2. The difference between
. I ",

"e Spanish and Eriglish groups may lie explained in a number of wayi. A very

/uxely explanatiOn' is the questionable equivalence of the English and Spanish

versions of the CTBS. The subtests In Spanish are direct translations of the

English test. There is no reason to susPect (and many reasons to doubt) that

the translations of first-graCie level words in Englistf would necessarily be

first-grade level words in Spanish.

Mother set of reasons for the discrepancy may relate to cultural ,difference.

The Mexican students are mostly children of migrant farmworkers. They are

mOch less likely than the Mglo-American chi/dren to have had experiences of

an academic nature, in particular the kinds of experiences involved in

test-taking. Despite the care taken to devise culturally neutral procedures,

the nature of the tasks involved questions and discussion about reading - a

cultural less familiar topic to these children. The children may have been less

familiar with the task, less inclined to guess, and less comfortable in the test

setting.

-Beyond the test themselves, we may speculate tist these children's graphic

sense develops normally given their socialization experiences but that they fail

to learn to read in the academic context because the methods and the level of

instruction are so poorly matched with the skills they bring to the classroom.

Indeed, the flat and decremental patterns on CS-2 described in the preceding



chapter for the Spanish speaking group suggest that this instructional mis

match only inhibits the children's reading achievement, it also has a deleter-

ious effect on the normal development of graphic sense. Faced with

instruction that is totally inappropriate to their graphic sense level, the

children becbme confused and begin to question the validity of their previously

aCquired knowledge.

Cognitive Development and Graphic Sense. There exists a strong relationship

between LQ. - as measured by the STEA - and graphic sense. These are

entirely reasonable and' expected relationship given the nature of the two

tasks. GS-1 requires the attention to a variety Of relevant dimensions that

=jointly define a highly abstract symbolic code. GS-2 demands the further

interpretation of this code and an understanding of its relationship to oral

language, itself an abstract _symbolic object. °GS-1 and GS-2 are aspects of

Cummins' (1978, 1980) cognitive academic linguistic proficiency (CAL?) whkh

is closely related to general cognitive ability.

Cognitive development (LQ) and the sociographic variables are thus found to

'be the two most important factors in the development of graphic sense. Level

of English oral language proficiency is also quite important for the Spanish

domin'ant group, but thiS is undoubtedly related to instructional practices in

- the school. If reading activities are introduced' principally through English,

those children who have a better oral master of this language will tend to

progress more rapidly in their understanding of the oral-graphic relationships.

Comparison with Findings from Previous Research. PrOfiles of predictable
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responie patterns for each of the five levels of graphic sense, obtained through

the analysis of the Graphic SensesCard Sorting. Task data, describe the stages

in terrns of the graphic features to which children it each level attend. From

these, the level at which a particular feature becoriles important to children

can be understood. For example, it can be inferred that °the distinction

between writing and pictures begins at Level 2, although the child's 'ability to

express this distinction does not appear until Level 3. Ferreiro (1976) found

that all her four year ola subjects distinguished text frdm pictures. Gibson

(19710) reports that most of the three-year-olds in her study were able to

distinguish writing from pictures. Downing (1969) on 'the other hand, found

that many five-year-olds still confused writing with pictures. Organization of

the graphic sense data by grade rather thin age will not permit a comment on

a typical age level response in the present itudy. However, eight of the

seventeen Spanish dominant preschoolers and one of the twenty-six English

dominant preschoolers did not distinguish between pictures and print. These

data do not help to clear up the ambiguity of the research findings on this

issue. Since the tasks in each of these studies is well as the characteristics

of the various samples Were different, there can be no definitive '"answer"

regarding the age at which writing and pictures are distinguishable.

Another feature to which children begin to respond at Level 2, and begin to

explain at Level 3, is lengthof the string. While all subjects across the sample

accepted the three-letter word as something to be read, and all the Spanish

dominant preschoolers accepted the two letter word as readable, about a third

of the English dominant preschoolers and the same proportion of the English

dominant Kindergartners rejected the two-letter word as being too short to be,
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readable. A majority of the Spanish dominant Kindergartners rejected the

item for the same reason. This tends to confirm Ferreira's finding that four-

year-olds 'demand a minimum1 of three letters for something to be 'for.

reading." (1976)

Ferreiro also reports that letters and numbers are confused by four-year-olds,

but the distinction begins to be made by the age of. five. Reid (1966) found

that first graders cannot easily distinguish numbers from letters or words. The_

GS- I dat4 support these findings. Whereas the single digit "4" is rejected by a

majority of the English dominant children in all three., grades because it is a

number, the four digit number string "5348" is accepted by the .English

dominant preschoolers and by the Spaiiiih dominant children until first grade.

(Most of the Spanish dominant Kindergartners reject the "4", but because it is

not long enough to be read, not because it is a nuMber.)

Finally, repetition of elements was noted. by Ferreiro as being objectionable to

all but one of her four-year-old subjects. Both of the cards included to test

this dimension were acceptable to the Spanish dominant children -until first

grade, and to the English.dominant preschoolers.

Generally speaking, Ferreiro's four-year-olds seem to use the same criteria as

are characteristic of GS-1 Level 3. This is to say that her sample appears to

have been more advanced developmentally than the Calistoga sample, espec- .

ially the Spanish dominant children. There are sixteen preschoolers, six

Kindergartners, and two first graders from this language group who have yet

to arrive at Level 3. There are six English dominant preschoolers in the



Calistoga sample who are below Level 3.

It is somewhat more problematical to compare the results of GS-2 to

Ferreiro's findings. She found that in early development, children perceive

that a text may represnt subjects anti objects but no verb. Articles are not

considered by children to form part of a written sehtence. It is only at the

most advanced levels that children become aware of the phonological divisions .

in the words.

Our findings show that, in general children were able to locate all the

grammatical elements of a sentence in the written text: (Some were placed

correctly, some incorrectly, but they ,were all placed somewhere.) This

difference is most probably due to the way in which the tasks were_ presented.

The GS-2 was presented by Means of a drawing and an associated sentence

which rgay have allowed the children to keep in mind all the elements of the

stimulus sentence. Nevertheless, we did find that correct location of the

article was the most difficult of the tasks. This is similar to Ferreiro's

finding that children did not locate the article in the sentence although few of

the Calistoga children rejected the article outright.

Our other findings showed also a differentiation of response according to

grammatical category. However, the ordering of the categories was not the

same as Ferreiro's. The Calistoga children had greater relative difficulty first

with prepositional phrases followed by subject, predicate, and object, the

latter of which tended to be the.easfest.



Our intention was not to 'replicate Ferreiro's work but to investigate the ,
:

nature and structure of graphic sense in a bilingual community in the U.S.

Therefore, there was no serious attempt to use her exact methodology nor

even to Ask the same questions. Thus, it is not of great concern that ,the

specifics of the children's responses were different. What is of interest, given

the difference in the" two studies, is that some of the specific firidings do

coincide and that the children do differentiate their developrilent.accordiag to

grammatical categories. These are imciortant results inasmuch .as the two

studies were carried out in very different sociocultural and sociolinguistic

contexts. From this we can conclude thavgraphic sense (Ferreiro's '"concept-

ualizations of written language") is a general -phenomenon, developed by

childien naturally under given conditions of exposure to print, and, that its

characteristics are goVerned not so much by the specifics of the input as by

the nature of this child's cognitive organization.

Methodological Considerations. If the Graphic Sense Card-Sorting Task were

to be revised for 'use in future research a number of changes would be

advisable. These include recommendations for changes in, the stimuli on

several 'of the cards, revisions of the instrument andlif the pr.ocedures for

adrrdnistration.

First, a tew base word for the Spanish version needs to be chosen. This is

because the word luna contains the letters, u and n, which are.inversions of

each other. Several of the children fodUsed'on this feature in their responses

to a number of items,-basing 'their rejections upon the observation that the n



was "upside down." ibe Chinese itharacter (Card 15) 'could also be replaced.

Many children in both language groups responded to its "squareness", which is

in fact, a feature of this Particular figure that distinguishes it from most other

Chinese Characters. The character-represents the Word "country", and its four

sides are presumably related to the boundaries of its referent. However, it is'

possible -that a greater number of children might recognize a more typical

Chinese figumand decide:that it could be-read. Card 6, on which the four

letters of the baseword are spread out in a circle, also needs ..to...be changed.

The dimension along which. variation was intended was that of linear orienta-

tion df the string. However, many children responded tO the space between

the letters, apparently attending to the dimension of segmentation. If the

elemeits were closer together, but still within the ,cirole, the child's reasons

foc rejecrting the card would be more clearly understood. finally, Cards-3 and

17 (the "scribbles") need 'to be made to look more like scribbles and. less like

m's. Several children based their.rejection of these cards uponthe "repetition
-

of graphic symbols."

,

If greater reliability were detired, several chapges woUld.'be needed 'in the

inStrument itself. Having the stimuli printed on the cards in regular
7

,

manuscript letiers would be preferable over the calligrap (printed by hand)

for the present study. If the test-wei:e to be published and tred by the public

schools to diagflose the griphjc sense level of individual children as a measure

of reading readin s,:then it would be" desirable to include at !wit three items

of eaCh, type. That is to siy 'that a child's use f a particular' criterion. cannot

be reliably inferred from the response to a singl item. 'Similarly, it might be

wise to Vary the:itirhuli -from more than -one baieword.. It is possible;

.



especially with the more advanced subjects, that some items were accepted

because the baseword was recognized within a configurition that, might

otherwise have beenrejecV. 'Nita lly, a number of items- (those which were

accepted across the entire sample) could be eliminated from the test, since

they fail to provide any useful data.

*

Two changes are recommended in thi administration of the task. Variatton in
4.

the order of presentation of the items might have an effect dPon the-subjects'

responses. Thia could be tested by designing separate firms of the test,

varying only in item order, and comparing the responses of subsamples to the

different forms. The final modification advised is that examiners 1?e trained

to probe on indetermihate responses. It is very possible that some of the Level

2 subjects' could have explainea their rejections if the examiners .had been'

more persistent in their inquiry.
sna

The GS-2 instrument had somewhat different problems. One is tt4.t the level

r' Xs --.

of dilficulty of the items is too low for mdst English speaking fIrst graders.
,

For thesechildren, additional Items need to be included that explore- their

understanding of the phonological relationships between oral language and

.
print as well perhaps as.other.metalinguistic knowledge.

On Picture B the stimulus sentence will need to be changed. One problem

with it is that the form asleep on the English- version poses pr blems" of

morp ha gialc segmentation that are riot equivalent in the Spanish version:iej .

imilarly, the ;:orases fell asleep and se durrnio are not equivalent either

ucturally or_ in lerms of the, feature of length for the first word of the

;



4

phrase.

In terms of the questions asked in its adminiitration, it will probably be

preferable to focus attention completely on the stimulus sentence rather than

to ask the children to analyze their own production. In this way, all of,the

questions could be standardized for every child.

Research and Educational Implications: Several questions have been raised in

this study which are worthy of rurther researe.h. Perhaps the most obvious is

the need to more clearly define the acqtiisition of literacy as, developmental

process. This .can only be accomplished-by following the same children through
7 --

a sequence of stages in the development. - This will require the collection of

longitudinal data on-a sample of children over a mi imum of two years.
et,

The effects of bilingualism upon the developm of graphic, sense is certainly

warthy of attention. Indeed, the relationship between graprhic lense and dral

language proficiency in both first and second languages needs to be examined

in much greater detail. The apparent "correlation-between the two may in fact-\
be caused by a third factor, some ai yet vaguely defined "aptitude for code-.

: breaking" which affects the rate of development in the acquisition of oral

language, and in the a.cquisition of-literacy as well. A related qbestion

concerns the development of graphic sense for the child Whose primary

language is Only expeiienced in its oral form, and .who is exposed to a secon4r

Ian uage in print. What will be 'the conceptualizations of this child regarCling

wri en language?
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The theory of the development of graphic sense has serious implications for

education. If the theory is accepted, and the child's success in learning to read

can 143e seen as.a function oz the, match between his or her conceptualizaiions

(level of graphic sense) and the focus of instruction, then clearly it is the

business of educators to design instruction whicih "fits" children at each Of the

various levels at which they come to school.'" This is qualitatively different

from current educational theory ands practice. Individual and group dif-

ferences in readiness for reading instruction have been viewed in terms of

"cultural disadvantage" and haye'been "treated" with "compensatory educa-

tion." The assumption implicit in this -approach' is that by means of suh

"compensation" pe children an (and shouid) be changed into Anglo-American

middle-class.Tlike students who will then be able to benefit from the instruc-

tional program of the schools. Curriculum according to this model provides
Iv .

for the introduction of phonics at the Kindergarten level. Children who don't

"get it just "get it" over and over again until they do.

The theory of graphic sense development calli for a completely different

approach vis cuarriculum design. Individual and group differences in develop-
.

mental leVel are not seen as a functidn of ethnicity or language group.

Diferences in socialization practices and sociographic variables appear to

Pect the development of graphidsense. Due to the variation among 'families

on these dimensions, children enter Kindergarten <at ever-{1 velof dentiop-

ment. InsItructional strategies can.be (must be) designed which are. appropriate

to each child's level of -reasoning. ,Consider an example. A lesson which

focuseS on the letter duster "at", and uktn all the words' which can be built

upon it (e.g., cat hat, mat, etc.) may be perfectly successful for a child



capable of Level 4 type reasoning. But of what use would the sarne lesson .be

to a child at Leyet 2, who typically cannot accept a string of two letters as

something "for reading" and for whom the concepts "word" and "letter are

still confused?

Innovation in curriculum design it called for. It is' the schools! responsibility to
2,

develop teaching methodologies and instructional techniques with the objec-

tive of facilitating the development of graphic sense and to -respond appro-

priately. to, each child's level in that development. In ,this way, children from

every background would be provided equal access to the acquisition of

Literacy.

7
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Appendix A

GRAPHIC SENSE,CARD pique TASK

Instructions

'semulee celLe INE FULL STACK OF CARDS. SAY:

Her* are swot cards. So** of these 'cards are fOr,readino,and shim of them are just

fOr looking at.

(IF THE CHILD SAYS SOMETHING LIKE, "But I can't reed," SAY: Thai doeso'tmatter. If ,

you think A grown up persoo could.read the*, lik* your teacher or your mom or,dad, then,

they art for.reading. Otherwise, they art not for reading.) .

What I want you.to is Show me which cards are for reading and which are just fOr looking-at.

Put all the cards for reading over here (plow THE CHILD WHERE THE CARDS ARE TO BE PLACED)

and put the dards for looking at over her*.

look.at this first card.. Do,you think this is for reading?

AI1 right, put it over here. (BE CAREFUL NOT-TO EXPRESS APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL BY YOUR

REACTION) Noili look at this card. Is-this on, for reading? -All right, put ithere.

(SHOW THE CHILD,WHERE IT GOES.) .

Now you do the- rest. Put the.cards for readinChere, and-the cards that are:not for

reading here. You might see some cards that are the same, but that's all right. -4ust

put each card where you think it gots.

FROM TIME TO TIME (e.g. EVERY 5 CARDS IN THE !mamma AND EVERY-10 CARDS LATER) REMIND

THE CHILD WHICH STACKAS WHICH. POINT TO THE STACKS ANQ SAY:

Remember, over here it fiul reading and over.hire is not -fOr reading-- .

*JEN THE CHILD HAS FINISHED SORTING THE CARDS, SHOW THe "READING" STACK AND SAY:.

teat makes all,these cards good for reading and not ill these other ones ?

THEN SHOW THE STACK_THAT IS "JUST FOR LOOKING AT"' AND SAY:'

Let's look at these cards One at a tile. (PICK.UP THE FIRST ONE AND SHOW IT T0'7115

CHILDO .

Tell me why you put this card here. (CONTINUE) What aboUt this one?

WRITE THE CHILD'S REiPONSES VERBATIM ON THE TEST PROTOCOL. FOR CARDS THAT APPEAR OOR

THE FIRST TIME IN DECK II, WRITE THE RESPONSE AND IDENTIFY IT BY WRITING (II) BEFORE

THE RESONSE.
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TAREA SCGRE SELECCION DE TARJETAS PARA SENTIDa GRAFICO

Instrucciones

ENSENELE AL NINO LA nu COMPLETA DE TARJETAS. OIGA:

Attiti'estan unas tarjetaS. Algunis de estas tarjetas son para laer yatras son nomas
para verlas.

.
(SI ELAINO DICE ALGO COMO, "Pero yo no puedieer," DIGA'"Eso no importa. Si piensas
qua una persona mayor, coma tu maestri' a tut padres, podrla leeras, OntOnCOS son pare
leer. ST no, nd son para leer.") ;

'
Lo qua quiero es que me *tisanes cuaIet tarjetas son para leer y cuales son nomas Oata very

Pon las tarjetas pari leer aqui, (ENSEHELE AL NINO EL LUGAR DONDE DEDE PONER LAi TARJETAS)
y pon las tarjetas que son nomis para verTaqui.

Mira la primera tarjeta. Cries qua esta es para leer?.

Entonces, ponla aqui. (TENGA CUIDADO DE NO REACCIONAR NI.POSITIVA NI NEGATIVAMENTE A
LA DECISION DEL NINO.)

Ahora, mina Ista tarjeti. Ei pare leer?

Ponta aqui. (ENSENELE AL NINO, DONDE PONERLA.)

Ahora tu hoz las dames. Pon las cartas pare leer aqui, y las qua no.son tiara leer *oil.
Podras ver algunas qua son iguales, pero eso no Amporta. Ponlas donde tu creas..que

deben estar.

DE VEZ EN CUANDO (CADA CINCO TARJETAS AL PRINCIPIO, Y CADA DIEZ TARJETAS DESPUES),
RECUERDELE AL NINO MAL PILA ES CUAL.. SENALE LAS TARJETAS Y DIGA:

Recuerdt:estas son las de leer, y estas no son.para leer.

CUANDO EL NINO HA TERMINA00 SEPARANDO.LAS TARJETAS, ENSENELE LA PILA PARA-LEER Y DIGA:

Por qua son estas tarjetas buenas-para leer y par qua estas otras no son buenas para leer?.

ESCRIBA EXACTAMENTE LOAUE DIGA EL NINO. ENTONCES,,ENSENELE LA PILA DELAS.QUE NO SON .

PARA tEER.: DIGA:

k ,

Vanos a mirar cada Una.de estas tarjeias que no son part leer.

LEVANTE LA PRIMERA Y ENSENESELA AL NINO. DIGA.:

Dime Par quo no se puede leer *sin.

CONTINUE: Esta, por que no me puede leer?

ESCRIBA LAS RESPUESTAS 4EL NINO EXACTOENTE COMO LAS DIJO.

PARA LAS TARJETAS QUE APARECEN POR PRIMERA VEZ EN LA PILA II, IDENTIFIQUELAS ESCRIBIENDO
(II) ANTES DE LA RESPUESTA.

a
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GRAPHIC SENSE CARO SORTING TASK, Spanish Version

Child!s Name Date

t.

General Distinction

. Zuna
.

2.

,Th,"nTh
3.

en_ La 1217azt
5.

27,.1Aa.
6.

8.

kuil
-4&

al:MA
9

01..!10.
k

1L-ata,
11.



una

2
16.

17.
iVrifiirrnil

18. 71.

VILTLa

20.yryi-IA

22.

9 5



-25.6348

. 26.

' 27.,

28.

43.71.7L1
29.

? .

30.7 da7,.

31. -

32.
2

33. 4

4:,=-t.

.1 14.

4

4

A



GRAPHIC SENSE CARD SORTING TASK, Ennlishitersion"

Child's nmse

General Distinction

Age Date

2.

A" Art 17,11
3.

SRN D
4_

5

41 Sand
4

7.

%

tuna
9

0÷!
10



,

11.

13.

14.

-15.

411

16. 2

17.

18.

Vand.
19.

714et,
21.

ga).1
sam4

-

9892



daaata
24.

5348
, 25:

25.

Siang
27.

28. S r

30.

addcl
31.

.
-{hesana:

32.

33.

a



42Z,

EC Z-Eo tzche6 re)"

100
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Appendix 0

GRAPHIC SENSE STRUCTUREIOCATION TASK

, Child's Name Grade

Picture A

1. (Picture)

2. (Written 'untence)

2a. (Loraition.Of Sentence) - THE KITTEN BROKE THE CUP

3. (Segments of Child's Utterance)

44 (Location of Segments)

the cup:

brake the cup:

the kitten:

broke:,,

the:

THE KITTEN BROKE THE CUP

,

Picture B

7. (Picture)

2. (Written Sentence)

2s- (4ocation of Sentence)

3. (Segments of Child's Utterance

4. (Location of Segments)

fell asleep:

asleep:

fell:

the kitten:

kitten:

'the:

fell asleep in the box:

in the box:

the box:

box:

the:

in:

THE KITTEN FELL ASLEEP IN THE BOX

THE arra FELL ASLEEP IN THE BOX



GRAPHIC SENSE STNUCTURELOCATION TASK.

Child's Name Grade

Picture A

1.. (Picture) 7

2. (Written Sentence)

2a. (LOcation of Sentence) EL GATrTO QUEBRO LA TAZA

.3. (Sagments of Child's 'Utterance)

4. (Location of Segments)

la taza:

taza:

quebru la taza:

el gatito:

el:

1. (Picture)

EL GATITO.QUEBRO LA TA.T.A

Picture

- 2. (Written Sentence)

21.. (Location of Sentence) EL GNTITO SE OUNMIO EN LA,CAJA

3. 4.(Sessents of Childs Utterance).

4. (Location of Segments) EL GKTITO SE OUNNIO EN LA CAJA

se durmio:

.durmio:

se:

el gatito:

gatito:

el:

se durmio en la caja:

en la caja:

la caja:

caja:

la:

en:



Appendix E

SOC/0..GRAPHIC INTERVIEW

Background

A. Family Structure (who lives In the hornit)

1. Child's Parents

2. Sibling (ages)

3. Others living In the home

4. Regular visitors

B. Residency

I. Child's Parents

a. Birthplace of each

b. General residence history of family (when they firit came
to the U.S., pattern of migration since then)

2. Focus child

a. Birthplace

b. Residence(s) iince birth of focus child

C. Regular visits to Mexico

C. EdUcation

1. child% parents (where, for how long)

2: Of focus child

EMployment of parent(s)/sibllngstother adults in the home

I. Type of work

2. Regularity of employment

Health history (of focus child)

I. Physical (any serious illness or defect)

I. Emotional (childhood trauma, e.g., death, fright, separation) .

F. Parent perception of a typical day in the 41e of the
focus child

I. School day

2. Non-school daY



're

IL' . Language Development

A. Bilingualism .

I. Simultaneous or sequential

2. If sequential, at what age did the focus child first expetience
"meaningfulitexposure to 1.2 (at what age did the child come into
contact with speakers of 1.2 on a regular basis)

3. Under what conditions (e.g., school entry, move)

13. History of Language. Development (LI and 1.2 , 11 applicable)

1. Rate of development

a. At whet age (In months, if possible) did the focus child
first:

-ask for something (e.g., milk, a toy)
-report on an event (something thet happened before or else where)
-express an undersiending of cause and effect

relationship by use of words like "why" and 'because"
-count (to 3, tali), to 20) (for )'ounger children)
-say (orsing) the alphabet. "does your chlid...")
-recognize written numbers .
-recognize letters, (e.g:, in name) "
- scribbling, drawing, coloring
-write numbers, letters, name "

2. Formalized verbal interactions (LI and 1.2 sPPlicable)

a. Does the focus child participate in verbal "games"
such ass

-nursery rhymes
- riddles
-songs, chants (e.g., of jumpropt games)
-other (specify)

b. If so, since what age and under what circumstances (e.g.,
with family, with sibling, with'playmates)

C.* Parent perception of focus child's proficiency in each language

1. Relative strength of the two languages

2. Awareness of a "shift" in dominance (e.g., LI 1.2)

. Characteristics of shift (behaviors of child that made shift
evident)

a. If so, at what.age and possible reasons

107
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3. Paient perception of U loss

6. lltiative strength of laniuege compared to other kidi (oral
and wiitten).

Attitudes of Parents

A. Aspirations for focus child's successins

1. Academic pursuits

2. Careerk

a. What would parent Ilke.child to be.

b. What would 'parent like child not to .

3. Social Ilfe

'a. Regarding friends with' other ethnic grotip'.

b. reaction to child marrying membel: of other group

Importance of Proficiency in each lan`guage. Ask atiout 1.2 first, then Ll .
Respondent'. to answer "very important , 'Isomewitat inyortant", "Not important."

I. Educational opportunity .

a. Basic high school education

b. I For a full, well rounded education,

Career opportunity'

3. Cultural opportunity (understanding and participago
cultural events; appreciating literature, art, musidr

Social relationshipa(making friends with children of other
'ethnic group, visiting, itaying the night, etc.)

II

C. Parents perception.Of child's motivation to learn I.2 and/or to keep LI

,

IV. Language Use Patterns (Respondent is to answer "on)). Spanish/English", "mostly
Spanish/English", at' "about the same of each".)

A, . In the famili .

I. Between parents,

2. Between eadi Went and focus child



3. Between each parent and older sibling

4. Between 'each parent and younger sibling

S. isetwesn focus child and Alder sibling

6. Between focus child and younger sibling

7. Among relevant others (e.g., other adults in the hcime,
regular visitors)

B. Outside the family

1). Parents

dntexts in which .parents u.se (need to use) J.2

b. . Presence ai focus child in above situations

2. Focus child

Latigu. age use with ,plaYmates

b. In the community

. . Literacy (Aik about each language where it IS relevant)

A. Who is literate in which linguage (estimate of proficiency)

B. Who reads/writes what, when and how much

C. "Social" literacy exPerience of focus child (dyadic or group
activity, e.g.., oral reading of storybooks, the Bible, the .

TO/. Guide, etc.)
A

"Social" writing activities (letters,, notes, homework, eic.)

D. Availability of material,.

1. Kinds and, quantity of reading material (books, periodicals,-
posters)

/
2. Kinds and quantity of writing materials (e.g., statiOnary,

pm, etc.)

E. Response of focus child to print
. .

1. 13Oes the focus dtild

- pretend to read
-choose to look at/read books
- ask to be read to and If so, since what age



2. Does the toeus.child coMment di written language
.

regarding road signs, labels, etc.) and it so,
since what age

Does the focus diild comment on own goductions

VI. Electronic Media

A. 'Peewee-1h the home

** B. Use by various family meirthers (when and how mUcts)

I. Relative use in.eseh language

2. In Which language



EN1REV1STA SOCIO-GRAF1CA

1. Antecedentes Histaricbs

A. EstrUctlee Familiar (quilm vive en el Niger)

1. Nombre de lotpadres.

3. .0tru personu viviendo 1111 La casa.
4. VIsltai frecuentes.

L Residencia

1. Padres del nisi*.

a) Lugar de =imbue:). de Cada mknibro de familia, dads
las a.bueloepaterrios y maternos haste el nifio.

b) Residsncia(s) 'dude quo nadd el nifio y motivo de
residencia an Ca listoga.

d Vi Sites regulares a Witco.

C. Educacito

1. Escolaridad de los padres del (deride y por cuinto
tiempo).

2. Escolaridad del dna y denies mleMbros de familia
(hermanos).

0. Empleo de los 'padres, personae solteru y oral personas adultes
que vivan en la Casa ,

1. Clue de trabajo.
2. Regularidad del empleo.

L Hhsncaesiiudde1nliio
1.. Enfermedades &ices (alguna enfermedad fuera de lo normal

o deiecto).
2. Enfardedades emocionales (Wen aContecimiento o sue..?

. qua lo haya elected° emocionalMente, come separadones,
.

fallecimientos, fricciones, etc.)

F. Percepcion de los padres en un dra tipico de actividades del nilio

1. Weiteolar (ore semagia).
2. . Ofa no molar. (fines de semana o vacaciones). .



U. 6611170110 del Idioms

A. 811141111mo

I. Slmultanalcisd o sacuancia del idiom&
2. A qui edad el nilio mailed la primers expariencia notoria del

uso de .un segundo idioms (y qui edad ten(a el oniffri cuanda
empezd a astar en contacto con porsonas qua' hablaban un
segundo Idionia en bases repines).
Sabre qui condlacces (camblo de exude, fraslado a otre
ciudad, etc.).

Oeserrollo histdrico del idloma (primer idloma y segundo idioms; si
gs aplicabia)

1. Registro de desarrollo logrado.

a) A qui edad el nine° (si alposibler en mes(s). realizdi
ale prlmerog sonidos

.amitid sis primgru palabris
-entendld las cosas y sus damns al referirse
a un accertecimlento a suceso, y previnto POR QLiE
del mismo

-empezd a reconocer los mimosas y a cow
" -sup* el aliabeto y reconocid la* le

en un nombee
-colored y dibuld pee primers vez .

-rdzo susprimaros ganbatos, y efeciud un cambio en sa
gserituta ,
-ascribid su nombre

2. Formal intercamblo verbal (primer idiom* y segundo IdlOms
si es aplicable). .

a) Participa el nino en "Naga" vernales cornet
-canciones Infantil(s
-adIvinartzse
-refrains
-sonsonetes
-.nen otro (eeOer.iflque)

b) $1 es ad, *sin qui edad y bajo. qui .circunstanclas (sl
con famillares, hermanos, compalleros)

C. Percepcide de los padres in la proliciencia del nisi° en Idlomas

1. Fuerza relativt da los dos idlomas.
.2. Conocimlono en un "cambio" en el dominio primero al,

segundo
3. Caracteristicas del 'cambia (Conducta del nilto que hizo

evident* esti cambio).
4. SI es asi, a qui edad y rizenes possible&
S. Percepcidn de los padres en la -pirdida del Primer Idiom&
é. Fortaleza relativa del idiom comparado da owes niTios

(oral Y escrito). .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Actituies de los padru

Aspiraciones para SI alto del nifio.ens

1. LOIVO4 acadWicos.
. 2. Carrera.

rli Qui les gustarfa a los padres que su nino fuera.
b) Qui les. suedes a los padres que su new no fiaera.

3.. ilida social.
a) Referinte a arnigos con otros groupos etnicos.
b) Rauch% d el nil% st Canes con un miembro de ova

irvim . .

B. Importancia de la proficiencla de dada Idioms, Preguntar acerca
del segundo idioms primer*, despuis *circa del primer idiom&
Deben responder "muy Import:ante", "poen Importante",. "no

importance.

1. Opordmidad educadvas
-Educaciin bided sscondarias.

b) Per UM compktat Aida educacidn. -
-2. Oportunided ecandmica..
3. En oportunidad clitoral (entendIendo y participando en

eventoeculturaled apr eolando titeratura, arta, milsica).
5. Relaciones 30Cjides amigos con nines de otro grupo

itraco, violtos, pasar la noche en casa de amigos, etc.)

C. Percepcied . de los padres en el deseo del nlilo en aprender *I
sogundo Idiom ybo conservar el primer idioms

IV. Modelos del Idiom& usado (deb* respandet "solamente espagol/Inglis", "la
mayor parte upagol/Inglis", o "cad to miimo de cada idioms").

A. En Is familia

1. Entre los padres.
2. Entre cads padre y el
3. Entre ea& padre y el nitio mayor.
5. Env, cada padre y el nil* mas Jaren.
3. Entre el y el mayor.
6. Entre et nil% y el manor.

13. frusta de la familia

I. 'padres. -
a) Caws an los males las padren usan (necesitan usar) el

segundo Idiom&
b) SI el nillo esti presents en los casos mencionados.

2. NM.
a). Idiom* usado con 3Us comparteros.
b) En la comunidad. t,

BESI COPY MUMBLE



V. Prewar acorn de cada Idioms, donde iltoas relarants..

A. -En qui icitomaiseLel MN*

S. Qui lea. qui escrbe, mind* y Minto

C. Sokdaknente, SI tlenin &gots, si teen historian de Libros, la 151bili,
la T.V. guide. .Aeostumbran a dejar recadm o alguna comunicacidn
Merit& an Min; con qui trecuancia lo h.cen; 31 acceturnbran
escribir con qui trammel& la hamn.

0. Material disponible-

1. SI Were= el Wks en leer libms, periddicos, posters,
nit** en las callus, mamas en los supermen:Mos.

2. SI time disponible el nfflo .rnatariales para escriblr, coma
apices, plumas, lapleeras, tiza, ete.

E. Cdmo respond, el Milo a la seed=

1. SI el nig!:
-

a) Hams come) que lee.
b) Eseoge Libros para leer.
a Ms qua le lean y si es a, desde qui eidad.

2. Qui dice ei nine mama de saliales, comsraeles, rdtuios.
inseam sabre el Impale escrito.

VI. Apar&tos

A. Qui clam de apaatos tienen en' eisa.

1. .S1 los nsan con frecuenela.

2. SI tlemen televisidn,m qui Idiom& It yen.

S. Hay Alvin memento ei el cal van el canal en email:79i.

4. .51 timen discos, a. cuando ()yen .canciones, en qldioma las
cyan.

BEST COPY. liyARABLE



1.n.

Student:

Birthdates

SOCIOGRAPUIC INTERVIEW

DATA.SUMMARY.FORM

No Response= NR

4.. Doesn't know. DK

Person6 in HoP501014
.

Age Birthplace Nationality Years of and of 1.Regular 2.Seasonal
of grandp. Schooling work

Mex. U.S.

Focus child

Mother

Father

Other Guardian

Aaternal Grand*other

0 Grandfather.

Paternal Grandmother

16 Grandfather

Other Adults
111,

e.

For two focus children make two summary forma, but fill out full information for 1 child only

- I -



Peraoni in Household
,

S

Age Birthplace Hationaltty
of grandp.

Years
Scho
Mex.

of
ling
U.S

ind of
.work

1.Regular 2.Seasonal

9ther uhildren
,

,

g6 _

.
..

C.

P.
.

Comments:

Visitors to the home
Deily
4

Weekly
3

Frequency
Monthly

2
Annually

Length
of visit

.

1.Spaq.
Major

3.Both
Language
5.Eng.

11.
.

. .
.

D.
,

E.

F. . _

Comments:

116
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Residence History,

Place of Residence Years Members of Fam. Reasons

A.

D.

ca

D.

Child's Health

a. Physical Ailments

p. Emotional Traumas

pilia gualisi of Child'
. , 1 From.infanc

Pre- oh ol or
2 Enna Childhood-

.-..... I

. At school ent 4 La date

Contact with'Spanish

Contact with English

1

.

i

fairlitignsLaingmAlmILIZ.12.113.1941

Comments:

_ 3 _

117



Age a wilh 'f
.

t hich ild irst In Spanish. In EngliSh

11,. Asked for something

2, Reported an event
--1

.

3. Produced sothldei
,

4. Produced:words

5. Expressed nwhy" questions .

O. ProduCed numbers 1-3

7, produced nurbers 1-10

d. Produced numbers 1..20.
.

9. Said or sang the alphabet
..

O. Recognized written numbers

,

11. Recognized letters --'

12. Drew or colored
.

3. Scribbled.

14 Wrote letters

15. Wrote *ambers

.
.

,

Cobments:

On,

118



boes child produce in
English

sinde w'ilet age with mil- wit!' clump- with irifItirr wath
family

now
often

,

I. Commercial jingles

2. Nursery r ymec
,

3. Riddles
-- .

4. tongs
,

5. Chants
.

t. Word games .

/ Other
. . ._

- .. _ ,

Does child produce in
Spanish

since what age with seff with siblings with friends witb
family

h w
o ten

1. Commercial jingles .

. Nursery rhym es .

.

3. Riddles
.

. Songs

5. Chants

6. Word games-
.

7. Other

Comments:

na



Lancuane Proficiency Spanish English

0.,Nene

1. A little
.

2, Oulte a bit

. Fluentl

4

Shift in dominance: 1.Tes

Characteristics of Shift:

2.No Age

Reasons for shift:

Farent attitude toward shift:

i 42 -Li 1L2

Faraimaragawcysziadpauggionierpeildrumsarzsee En ish
I

1 -

Uanish

1. Less

?. More S

4

i

'. Same

_
II

s

-0.

A. Ponsn't
know

i.

Comments:

- 6 -
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Adademic aspirations for child

Career'aspirations for child

Career rejected.for child

Friends desired for child: 1.Mexican 2.Anglo. 3.pther

Feelings if child marries outside group

Importance of language Tor 1.Not

Important

,J d

3,Very

Important

3.Very

Important
2.Somewhat

Important

1.14ot

important

-7.omewhat

Important

0

!Ugh school education ,

Complete edOcation
. .

Career opportunity
.

.

r'rtIclpation'in cnm.rninity
ynnts

.

Appreciation of tint arts
0

_

having friends of ehat
language

.

Cnmments:

121

1
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nektire of child to larn 12: O.None

%

1.11eak 7.4ed1tim 3:F t row

Desire of child te keep Li: - O.None 1.11eak .
7.Medium :3.Strong

Languege Use
Between

i

Spanish
only,

2
Mainly
Spanish

3
Both about-
the name .

4
Mainly
English

%ng?Ish'
'only

parents ..

Father-Focus child

Father-Older siblings

Fnther-Younger. siblings
.

Mother-FoCUs child
A,

Mother-Older siblings S'

Mother-Younger siblin6

Focua child-Older sib.

Focus child-YOungPr.s,ft.

Focus chil&-Friends

Focus child-Others k

,

.

Occasions when parents use other language'

a.

In mhich of thene ts present

8

122



Literacy
0.Nnec

aninh Proficiency

2.Medium ()Milne

wlsh Frpficiency

. ediftm

Fnther

Mnth
. Other Guardian

Other Adult

Other Adult

4:Ither Adult

focus chipl

Older sibling

1011(ler siblini

1513
Older Other child

1411at As readAlndividusllV) ,By whom Frequency

"What is written (individua 1v) By who'd Frequency

- 9 -
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Res4ing ac.tivitiee ForticipaOs Freqw,mry

rectal writing activities Participants. Frequency

Comments:

124



'lips of printed written Material available in the Ms* 1.Few
:

2.Several 3.Many 4.

Types of writing materials available in the home
Quantity

1.Few -2.Several '3.Many '4.

12



Responses of Child to Print
Basalp lea

Frequency what age

Pietend.to reed

look at .books

Read booke

Riad other materiel

Comment on signs

on labels

on own writing

on drawings

on.homework

Media'

TV

Record player

Tape player

By whom Used
Frequency

1 Sh

By whom ueed Frequency

Comments:

0

- 12
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